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• 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The information contained in this report resulted fro1 a survey given to the University of Northern Iowa <UNI> students 
who graduated at the end of the Spring Se1ester 1989. The survey was ad1inistered to these graduates during their 
orientation for co11ence1ent. As such, the survey instru1ent was constructed to require little time and 1inimu1 effort 
to co,plete. A copy is located in the Appendix of this report. 
The infor1ation obtained fro• the survey instruaent is presented in the following 1anner: I. DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION, 
II. PROFILE DATA BY COLLHGHS, III. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION, and IV. SURVEY COMMENTS. 
The section containing DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION is intended to give a brief su111ary of the responding graduating students 
and to compare, where possible, with another source to obtain a better picture of the group responding. The PROFILE 
DATA BY COLLEGES section is divided into four general areas as follows: 
A. ACTIVITIES FOUND AT UNI 
B. SERVICES FOUND AT UNI 
C. THE ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT AT UNI 
D. STUDENT DHVELOPMHNT AT UNI. 
The HISCHLl,ANEOUS INFORMATION section suHarizes the re11aining ite1s from the survey instru11ent that were not 
homoqeneous . 
Brief com1ents will be 1ade for each of the tables displayed in the preceding sections, under each of the areas, 
concP.rning the results obtained fro• these graduates. Co1parisons with the preceding study will also be 1ade, were 
deeaed significant. 
Two-factor analyses of variance were perfor1ed on each ite1 for the undergraduate degree graduates within Section II. 
Only those items having statistically significant results(~ 0.05) have been included in this report. The interested 
reader 1ay obtain the co1puter analyses for each item by calling the Office of Institutional Research at 273-2037. 
Open-ended co11ents have been included in Section IV. Survey Co11ents. No atte1pt has been 1ade to group them. The 
findings should be used as gross indicators of fee.lings and attitudes. 
It is hoped that individuals and/or agencies will follow-up as needed to detenine 11ore clearly what is being indicated. 
I. DRMOGRAPHTC INFORMATION 
ThP. following co11ments su11ari2e so1e of the infor1ation found in Tables 1-8 below. 
The total nu1ber of graduates that responded to the survey was 853 out of a possible 1,480; this represented a 57 .6% 
return; 778 useable. Table 1 shows the 1ale-fe1ale distribution from the survey results. A comparison with data from 
the Registrar's Office for 1988-89 indicated the actual proportions should be about 59% for fe1ales and 41% for males. 
Table 2 s1111urizes the distribution by Colleges of the survey data used in this report. The 
following areas were under represented: Social & Behavioral Sciences by 0.9%, Graduate College by 2.2%. and Humanities 
and Fine Arts by 1.1%. The following arP.as were over in representation: School of Business by 11.2%. Education by 
2%, and Natural Sciences by 1.8%. Table 3 gives the distribution by degrees granted. It can be seen that the 
percentage of graduate degrees granted was 6.8%, but if compared with the Registrar's data a proportionate sample should 
have been approxi1ately 8%. Table 4 indicates the distribution by 1ajors represented in the survey, ranked fro• high 
to low. The categories listed are co1parable to those in the 1988-1990 Bulletin-Catalog Issue. So1e 1ajors have been 
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grouped (see AppendiK; Major Codes). Any 111ajor or major grouping not eKceeding a frequency of 9, was grouped under 
the category OTHHR. It is seen that the top siK 1ajors. ending with General Studies-All, represents appr0Ki1ately one-
half of the graduated aajors; and of those, appr0Ki1ately 20% of these graduated with an Hle1entary Bducation or 
HJ e1entary Reading & Language Arts 11ajor, and 9% with an Accounting Major. Table 5 shows the distribution by 
curriculum. Forty percent of thP. graduating students indicated teaching as their curriculum. The Registrar ' s data 
indicated 31%. It is noted that 54 chose not to respond (7%) . If these 54 graduates were added to the non-teaching 
1ajors the percentage of teaching 1ajors would beco1e 37. Table 6 indicates the distribution for the year these 
students first enrolled at UNI. It can be seen that approKimately 47% of the students that graduated Spring 1989 
enrolled first in 1985; appr0Ki1ately 4% chose not to respond. Table 7 shows 88% of the respondents first entered UNI 
in the Fall. Table 8 shows approximately 34% of the student!: respondinq tn this survey were transfer students; 6.8% 
did not respond. however. 
In su1mary. it would appear that a disproportionate number of students who graduated from the School of Business. as 
well as those having teaching and non-teaching 1ajors, responded to this survey . Appr0Ki1ately the correct propor-
tion of 1en and wo1en did respond. There appears to be sufficient representation fro• the instructional divisions, 
except where noted. Thus, it see1s appropriate to infer to the total population of students graduating this Spring 
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DISTRIBUTION BY INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS 
r;~~~~;J~~~~~~l~- ~~EA~--· ·- --- -- -- ·-· . -~~~Q~;N~; -~;~C~~;~~~ -
t- - -- ----- --- --- ---.. ·-- . ·----· -. -. --- ---. - --------- · - ----------
i Businesi:: 182 23 .5 
f Social and Behavionil Sciences 99 12.8 
Education 213 27.5 
numan.ities and Fine Arts 100 12.9 
Natural Sci1rnces 102 13.2 
Graduate 45 5. 8 
Continuing Education 33 4.3 
T O T A L 774 100 .0 
Number of missing observations ~ 4 
TABI,E 3 
DI STRlBUTlON BY llEGRW, GRANTP.D 
~---·-···--· ·· -·. - .. ·--·-- ··.- ···-- ·····- --··-·---·- .-. -·-·-·· ···- ··- -· --·---- --···---- ·1 
f-- .-___ ' . -----------____ . ------- ----_ PREQlIBl~Y- PERCENTAGE 
I Barcala.1reates ,12 93 .2 I 
t
! Grarimte DegrP.P.s 52 6.8 1 
.. -- --- - - ·- ·· ·· · -- -- -··· .·· :···· ··-· ·-- - ··- ·· ... · ···· - - · -······ -- ..... ······· ----]' 
T O T A I, 7fi4 100 .0 
----------------------·------------------·--------- --- ------ -
Number of missing observations -- 14 
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TABJJE 4 
OISTR JBIITION BY MAJORS 
MAJOR/MAJOR AREAS 
Elem. Ed .• F.lP.m. Reading & T,ang11aqP. Art 
Accounting 
Management, Office Jnformation SystP.ms 
Double Major 














CommunicativP. Di sordP.rs-A I l 
Music-All 






TOT A I, 
Nnmhei of missing ohsP.rvations - 0 
TABLE 5 
DISTRIBUTION JW Cl!RRTCULUM 
Teaching 
Non-Teaching 
TOT A L 

































































DISTRIBUTTON OF YRAR FIRST ENROI,I,ED 
·1~ - ..... - -- -- -- .. ---- -- ------ --- - A - ~R~Q~~~~~ T~~~~;~~~~; -1 
----- ----------------------- ------- --- ------------~-----------1 
Prior to 1983 63 I 8.5 · 
1984 117 15. 9 
1985 345 46. 7 
1986 120 16.3 
1987 84 11 .4 
1988 8 1.1 
I 1989 1 0.1 t ;~-;-; ; - : -.. ·-. . : ;;; -;;;;;-! 
Number of missing observ~tions ,_ 40 
TABLE 7 
SF.MF.STER FJRST ENROLLED 
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Fall ,. 649 87. 5 
Spring 61 8.2 
:u:~::T_A L _____ ___ ------ ___ j_ ______ 7::_t_ ___ 1;::j 










I TOT AL 726 100.0 l __________________________________ _______________ -- --------
Number of missing observations~ 52 
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II. PROFILH DATA BY COLLHGHS 
The reader should keep in 1ind that the survey instru1ent did not specify a tille period for the graduating 
students. Thus, it can not be concluded that the responding student who indicated not partaking in so1e activity 
or event on- ca1pus actually did not, or that the infor1ation reported w~s for the graduate year; the ti1e given 
for the student to recall was ad1ittedly short. 
Considerable effort was 1ade to reduce the nn111ber of nnns~hl e i nstrnments . For instance. this office supplied 
1issing demographic data where possible. 
Hach table includes a su11ary of the responding graduating students by Undergraduate and Graduate degrees. The 
responses were further delineated by colleges for the Bachelor degree graduates. As indicated in the introductory 
section, further statistical analyses. two-factor ANOVA, were perfoned on each ite11 state11ent in this section. 
These analyses were perforaed only on the Undergraduates, not including Continuing Education. Co111ents for only 
those ite1s having statistically significant results have been 1ade. The weights used for the Likert-type scale in 
Sections A-B were: I-Satisfied, 2-Dissatisfied and 3-Did Not Apply: for Section C: 1- Very Satisfied, 2-
Satisfied, 3- Dissatisfied, 4- Very Dissatisfied. ~nd 5-Does Not Apply . 
A. ACTIVITIRS FOUND AT UNI 
The following tables su1urize student opinions regarding those ite1s referring to activities available at UNI. 
The alpha-nmmic labeled table headings <Tables IA. 2A, etc.> provide inforaation eKcluding the "DID NOT USH" 




UNION PROGRAMS <MAUCKER UNION> 
UNDERGRADUATES 





























136 75 .1 148 70.1 62 63.9 67 65.7 72 73.5 24 72. 7 509 70.5 Satisfied 21 50.0 
8 4.4 6 2.8 7 7. l 3 2.9 6 6.1 2 6.1 32 4.4 Dissatisfied 1 2.4 
37 20.4 57 27.0 ?.8 28.9 32 31.4 20 20.4 7 21.2 181 25.1 Dirl Not Use 20 47.6 
- ':"S!:::--:e:=-:==:e'='! -. - ·- ~e"T•-=-=-· "=""'=' - --.. ·. - - -- -·. --- - -- - -·· ---- - ----- -· ··--' - '----·--------- . ~-. :--: .. = -- = -- ==,,== -===::':==="' ---== ··-= 
18] 25.1 211 ?.Y.?. 97 ]J.4 JO?. 14.1 98 13.6 33 4.6 722 100.0 COl,IJMN TOTAT,S 42 100.0 
Number of missing observations r 10 
Tables 1 and IA su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Union Progras at UNI. It can be seen that 
appr0Ki111ately 25% of the undergraduate and 48% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these 
programs. However. of those that did 94% of the undergraduates and 96% of the graduates indicated satisfaction 
(Tab! e IA>. Consider ab! e and consistent satisfaction across colleges eKisted ( See Table IA>. However. variation 
across colleges eKisted for those that did not use this service with 31% of the respondents fro• the College of 
Natural Sciences indicating they had not used these services to 20% fro111 the School of Business. There also can be 
seen <Table ll, that appr0Ki1ately 29% of the undergraduate respondents were fro• the College of Education and 5% 
fro1 Continuing Education. There was little difference when co1pared with last year's data. 
TABLE IA 
UNION PROGRAMS <MAUCKBR UNION> 
























NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
Satisfirrl 136 94.4 118 96.l 62 89.9 67 95.7 





C.Of.lJMN TOTALS 144 26.6 154 28.S 69 l?..8 70 1?..9 78 14.4 26 1.8 



















NO. % NO. % 
-----------··-- ---· ------- -----------
Satisfied 121 66.9 158 74.5 
Dissatisfied 7 3.9 6 2.8 
Did Not Use 53 29.3 48 22.6 
TABLB 2 
INTBRCOLLBGIATB SPORTS CSPBCTATOR) 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COl,T,F.GF.S I SCHOOLS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
----------- ---------- -
NO. % NO . % 
----- ------- -- ·· - -·-·--- --· 
61 67. .2 70 68.6 
3 3.1 2 2.0 
34 34.7 30 29 .4 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCTAL & CONTTNUING 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
SCIENCES 
----------- - ---·· --------
NO . % NO . % 
--· --------- ---·-------- --
57 59 .4 7.7 81.8 
5 5.2 3.0 









- -·· -· ·-. - - - --..... -... - .. -·--- -- -- -- ~- .. ---- ----····- - - -- - - - -- - - .... ·. -------- --·. --- .. - ---- - ---·--·· ........ --- . ···-----·------ ... - --- - - -==-------. 
COLUMN TOTAl.S 181 25.1 212 29. 4 98 13 . 6 102 11.1 96 13.3 33 4.6 722 100.0 
--------- ---·-- ---------- ----------------------- ···· ---- ----- ------- -- - ------ ----- ---------------







24 58 .5 
41 100 .0 
Tables 2 and 2A su11arize the satisfaction with the Intercollegiate Sports activities fro1 the spectator ' s point of 
view. It can be seen that approxi1ately 28% of the undergraduate and 59% of the graduate respondents had not 
observed any of these activities. Of those that had, approximately 95% of the undergraduates and 82% of the 
graduates indicated satisfaction. Considerable variation occurred across colleges (Table 2 >. For exaaple, 
approxi1ately 35% fro• the Colleges of Huaanities and Fine Arts and Social & Behavioral Science indicated they had 
not observed any of these activities to approximately 15% fro• Continuing Bducation. There was consistent 
satisfaction across colleges for those respondents indicating they had 1ade use of these activities, however . 
There was also statistically significant differences (sex by college) with the 1ales being 1ore satisfied as were 
the respondents fro1 the Colleges of Hducation and Natural Sciences. However, the large percentage of non-users 
r.ould c:mse this. 
In general, there was little difference when co1pared to last year·s data. 
TABLB ZA 
INTBRCOLLBGIATB SPORTS CSPBCTATOR) 
------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------·------------ -------- -------------, 
UNDERGRADUATES 






















NO. r. NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO . % 
Satisf.ied 121 94.5 158 96.3 61 95 .3 
Dis~~tisfied 7 5.5 6 3.7 3 4.7 
70 97.2 57 91.9 
2 2.8 5 8.1 
27 96.4 
3.6 
cor,lJMN TOTALS 128 24. 7 164 31. 7 64 17..4 77. 13 . 9 62 12 .0 28 5.4 







518 100 .0 
GRADUATE 
COLLEGE 
NO . % 
14 82. 4 
3 17.6 





INTRAMURAL AND RBCRBATIONAL PROGRAMS 
UNOF.RGRAIJUATES 




















CATEmRY --------------·---------- ----- - - ------- · ··- - .. -· -· --- -------- -- ·---------- ----------- ------------
NO. % NO . % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % 
Satisf1Pd l 114 63.0 127 59.6 47, 42 .9 61 59.8 
Diss.:it.isfiPd 4 2.2 3 1.4 G 6.1 3 ?.. 9 
Diri Not. Use 61 34.8 83 39.0 50 51.0 38 :n .3 
------ ·-- ----- -----r.-. -- .·--- .-- -· .----- . ---·-····-·------······ --· 
COl,UMN,_TOTALS_j _1s1 __ 2s.o __ 213 __ ,29.5 __ _ 98 __ 13.0 ___ 10?. 14 . l 
48 49.5 ?,4 75.0 416 57.5 11 26.8 
5 5.2 0 0.0 21 2.9 1 2.4 
44 45.4 8 25.0 286 39.6 29 70.7 
-- -.. -·:• ·-·· .. .... ------ - . - ··-- - - ----- ----· -====--==:==== 
97 13.4 32 4.1 723 100.0 41 100.0 
NumbPr of missing observ.:itions - 10 
Tables 3 and 3A su111arize the satisfaction with the Intraural and Recreational Progra111s at the University of 
Northern Iowa. Approxiaately i0% of the undergraduate and 71% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not 
participated in these activities. Of those that did, 95% of the undergraduates and 92% of the graduates indicated 
satisfaction. Approxiaately 25% of the respondents from Continuing Education to 51% of the College of Humanities 
and Fine Arts indicated they had not ~ade use of these activities (see Table 3). Further analyses (sex by college) 
showed statistically significant differences existed between aale and fe1ale respondents, as well as by colleges, 
with the aales aore satisfied as were the respondents froa the divisions of Business, Social & Behavioral Sciences 
and Huaanities and Fine Arts. The statistically significant college difference was the only change fro• last year. 
TABLB 3A 
INTRAMURAL AND RBCRBATIONAL PROGRAMS 
r---- ---------------------------------------·------·----------------- -----------------------------------
UNDERGRADUATEs 




















Nn. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
Sat:isfiP.d 114 96.6 127 97.7 42 87.5 61 95.3 48 90.6 24100.0 
[)issatisfiPd 4 4.0 3 5.0 6 5.0 3 i.o 5 13.0 O 0.0 
COLUMN TOTALS 118 27.0 130 29.7 48 11.0 64 14.6 53 12.1 24 5.5 























STUDBNT GOVBRNMBNT CUNISA OR RHA> 
UNDERGRADUATES 















NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO . % 
Satisfied 7.7 14. 9 36 16. 9 
Diss~tisfled 13 18.2 19 8.9 
Did Not. Ilse l?.1 66. 9 158 74.2 
l8 18 .6 
l 6 16 .5 
6'.l 64. 9 
J6 15. 7 
?.8 27.5 
58 56.<J 
]'/ 17 .'.l 
19 19.4 
62 63.3 
6 18 . 2 
8 24.2 
19 57.6 
COLUMN TOTAl,S 181 25 .0 213 29.4 97 13.4 107. 14. l 98 13.5 33 4.6 

















Tables 4 and 4A indicate the degree of satisfaction toward Student Governaent. aore specifically UNISA or RHA. 
Approxiaately 66% of the undergraduate and 88% of the graduate respondents appeared not to aake use of student 
govern1ent progra1s. The respondents fro• the College of Education were least likely to 1ake use of these progra1s 
with approxi1ately 74% so indicating. Of those that 1ade use of these progra1s, 49% of the undergraduates and 40% 
of the graduates indicated satisfaction. It should be noted in the case of the graduate students and the 
Continuing Education students, that the percentage base was s1all. Considerable variation, regarding the degree of 
satisfaction across colleges, existed in Table 4A, with a low of 36% fro• the College of Natural Sciences to a high 
of 66% fro• the College of Bducation. This variation differed fro1 the preceding year. Last year the respondents 
fro• the College of Huaanities and Fine Arts were aost satisfied (72%) with those fro• the College of Natural 









STUDBNT GOVHRNMBNT CUNISA OR RHA> 
UNDERGRADUATES 















NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % 
Satisfied 27 45.0 36 65.5 
DissaLis[icd 33 55.0 19 34.5 
18 57..9 
16 47.1 
COf,UHN TOW,S fiO 24. 7 55 22.6 34 14 .0 
16 36.4 
28 63.6 
44 18. l 


















- --- -- ---· ----- -- __ L ___ --- --- -- ---- ---------- -- - .. --- . -- ---- -- -· ... .. _ .. ----- -- ---.. --- .. ---- -- -- .. ---- -- -- --- ·---- --- ------- .. -· --- ---------






COLLEGES I SCHOOI,S l GRADUATES 
-------- -------- -1---- -------- ------- -- ------- ------. ------------- --- --------,------------- -------- ---
' I COLLEGE OF I COLLEGE 1' COLLEGE OF 
SCHOO[, COLLEGE HUMANITIES I OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL [ BEHAVIORAL EDUCATTON TOTAL COLLEGE 
RlJSTNESS EDUCATION ARTS I SCIENCES SCIENCES 
: CATEGORY NO.----%-- -NO.----% ---t NO.-----%. -- NO . ----%-- -NO.----%--- NO .----% --- --NO.----%- - - -;~~- ---;.- -
: ---- _---------r---------- ------------t----------- ---------- ------------ ----------- ---------- --- -----------
, Sat1sf1r.d I 85 46.7 131 61.5 62 63.3 52 51.5 50 51.0 18 54.5 398 54.9 14 34 .1 
i Drnsatisf1ed 3 1.6 5 2.3 j 1 1.1 1 1.0 2 2.0 1 3.0 16 2.2 I 1 2.1 
; Did Not. Usfl q4 51.6 i 77 3fi.2 37. 32.'/ 48 47.5 46 46.9 14 42.4 311 42.9 26 63.4 
r- ----- --- ------ -- ---------- +------ ----- ----------- -- --------- --- ----- ----------- --------------- ------ -- t- -- ---- ------
COl,lJMN TOTALS 1 18?. 25.1 ! 213 29.4 1 98 13.5 101 13. 9 98 13 .5 33 4.6 725 100.0 i 41 100.0 
. ___ ______ __ ___ I ___________ J ____________ -----------'---------- ------------ ----------- ------------- ! ______ ____ _ 
N11mhP1 of missing observations~ A 
Tables 5 and 5A indicate the degree of satisfaction with Musical Presentations. Approxiutely 43% of the 
undergraduate and 63% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not aade use of these activities. The 
respondents fro1 the College of Hu1anities and Fine Arts were 1ost likely to attend 1usical presentation with the 
respondents fro• the School of Business the least likely. Of those indicating that they had attended ausical 
presentations, 96% of the undergraduates and 93% of the graduates were satisfied; considerable unifor1ity across 
colleges existed. Further analyses (sex by curriculu1> showed a statistically significant difference with the 
fe1ales and teaching ujors 1ost satisfied. The findings this year differed Ii ttle fro1 last year. except the 




. -----.--------------------------------- ------------ --------------- ----------------- -------- r-----------
i UNDERGRADUATES 
f
' COLLEGES / SCHOOT,S GRADUATES 
--- --·-- ---- ·--- ---- ---- -- -------------- -----------r---------- - ----------- ------------ ------------ -- ----------
COLLEGE OF r.nl,LEGE COf,LEGE OF 
I 
Sr.HOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
I BlJSTNESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
I CATE(',ORV ~----- ·------ ----------- ----------- --------- ·-- - ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
! I NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
~-;~~;~;~;~----, --;~--;~~~- -~;~--;~~;- --~;--;;~;- --~;--;;~~- --;~--;~~;- --~;--;~~;-- --;;;--;~~~- 1----~~--;;~; 
t;;;,;;,;;::; t--~ t: _e;;; _ ,; : _ ,; _ ,:: : ___ s: _ 1: : · ;; 1: : ;:- ::: J-;:: ;~ : ! __ 1: 1~:; 
Nnmhr.r of missing observations· 8 
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TABLH 6 
THHATRH UNI/LYRICS TRHATRH UNI 
1:::::::::::::::::~:~::::-:::::~:::::~!i~~;~~'.t]~L;:;~::;;:::::~:~:~-:---:------ f--::::::::-
1 OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
RUS!NESS EDUCATION ARTS SCTF.NCES SCTF.NCES 
! CATRGORV -·---------- ---------- · -- ----------·-- - ---·-- ---·-·- ----------·-- -------·----- ----- --- - ----------
f 
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. ! NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
------ ---- -- -- ---- ------- ----------- ----------- ---------- - ------------ ------------ ------------ -----------
Satisfied I 91 50.0 121 57.1 70 71.4 59 57. 56 57.1 18 54.5 415 57.2 17 40.5 
J Dissatisfied 'l J 0.5 3 1.4 2 2.0 2 2. 1 1.0 2 6.1 11 1.5 2 4.8 
~l;~;~;i;;; ; ;--;;:;-l-;;; -;; :+-;;-;::: -;;;--~ :- -;;--;;+ --;:- '; i Hi~ 1 ~ ~ - r :: ;~ : 
-- -------- ---- ----------- ----------L----------- --------- ·----- --- --- ------------~------------ ~----------- -
Number r,[ missing observations ~ 7 
Tables 6 and 6A su1aarize the feelings of the respondents regarding Theatre Presentations: 1ore specifically, 
Theatre UNI/Lyrics Theatre UNI. It can be seen that 417. of the undergraduate and 547. of the graduate respondents 
have not attended these presentations. As indicated above. the respondents fro• the College of Huaanities and Fine 
Arts were aost likely to attend these presentations with the respondents fro• the School of Business being the 
least likely. Of those respondents that indicated they had attended these presentations. approxiaately 977. of the 
undergraduates and 90% of the graduates were satisfied: little variation across colleges existed. Further analyses 
(sex by college> showed a statistically significant difference between ules and feules with the feaales 1ost 
satisfied. There was little difference when coapared with last year ' s data. The large percentage of non-users 
could have caused these differences, however. 
TABLH 6A 
THHATRH UNI/LYRICS THHATRB UNI 
UNDERGRADUATES 







SOCIA[, & CONTINUING 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAi, BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
BIJS!NESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIRNCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. 7. NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % 
-------------- ---------- ----------- -·------ - -- ·- -··------··-- -· - -· -------- -- -· ----------
Satjsfied 91 98.9 121 97.6 10 97.?. 59 96 .7 56 98.2 18 90.0 
Diss8tisfied l. l 3 2.4 ?. 2.8 ?. :u 1 1.8 2 10.0 
COLUMN TOTALS 92 21.6 124 29.1 72 16. 9 61 14.3 57 13.4 7.0 4. 7 



















r ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------
(
. UNDERGRADUATES 
COl,I.F.GES / SCHOOT.S 
































NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
I 
~-------------------------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------- ----------- -----------
i Satisfied 62 2.0 103 48.6 57 58.2 32 31.4 44 45.4 11 33.3 309 42.7 16 54.1 
j DissatisfiP.rl 2 1.1 l 2 0.9 4 4.1 4 3.9 5 5.2 O 0.0 17 2.3 2 2.7 I 
I Did Not Ilse 118 64.8 107 50.5 37 37 .8 66 64. 7 48 49.5 22 66. 7 398 55 .0 23 43 .2 I ~-,. --.. ,.- --·- . 1- -----------· .... . ---·-·----- ------ -.. -..... ------. -- .. . .. -.. ---=--- ------ .. ··--·------~- -- ___________ i --- --------, 
lcoLUMN TOTAT,s 182 25.1 212 29.3 98 13.5 102 14.1 97 13.4 l 33 1.6 724 100.0 I 41 100.0
1 l ______________ ·----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------- ____________ ! _____ ______ ~ 
N11mber of missing observations ~ 9 
Tables 7 and 7A su11arize the feelings of the respondents regarding Art Exhibit activities. Approxi1ately 55% of 
the undergraduate and 43% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not attended these exhibits. The 
respondents fro• the College of Hu1anities and Fine Arts were 1ost likely to attend with the respondents fro1 the 
School of Business. Natural Sciences, and Continuing Education the least likely to attend. Of those respondents 
who had attended art exhibits. 95% of the undergraduates and 89% of the graduates indicated satisfaction. 
Considerable consistency across colleges <Table 7A> existed except for the Colleges of Natural Sciences and Social 
& Behavioral Sciences which had approxiaately 89% of the respondents being satisfied. Further analyses (sex by 
college> revealed a statistically significant difference aaong colleges with the College of Natural Sciences 
appearing to be the cause. The large percentage of non-users could have caused this difference, however. There 
was little differences fro1 last year's results. 
TABLB 7A 
ART BXHIBITS 
---------·--- ----------------------------··- --------------------------------------------------- - - - -
I 
I UNDERGRADUATES 
I COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
[
-------------------------- ----------- ----------------------~ ------------------------ !------------ -----------
COLLEGE OF I COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SC:IIOOI, COLLEGE HUMANITIES I OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE I 
I OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE I 
I BUSJNESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES i 
rs:::~~ -;;;::- ::-:- ~::--::::-r;~::--~:.- ;;;~:--~-:--;;;::--~::~-1;;;::-:~:~--1-~:--:::~- -:;;;:;::~:;1 
l;~;~~;:~:;~ ::-;:::~~:~: --;~~::;:;~J_ -~; _ :;~:; :·. __ 3;_: ;;_; _t_ -~: :::;:J::;;:::~::_:l::;:;:'.~:~: ::::~~:~~:~! 
Number of mifli::ing observations= 9 
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TABLR 8 
NORTHRRN IOWAN <UNI NRlfSPAPRR) 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COl,T,EGF.S I SCHOOl,S GRADUATES 
------------ ·-r----------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------- -----------
' COLLEGE OF COLLEGE I COLLEGE OF i 1' 
; SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF l SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
I 
ROW GRADUATE 
I OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCTENCES 
CATEGORY r -- -- -·-- - - - ------------ ---------- - ----- ---- - - - ---------- -- --------- - -- -- - - - ----- - ---- - ------
1 NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % l NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
·--------------+---------- ------------ ----------- -------- -- ------------ ------------ ------------- -----------
Dii:;~atisfied 52 7.8.6 I 28 13.2 ; 40 41.2 30 29.4 36 36. 7 11 33.3 197 27 .2 6 8.3 
Satisfied 1 120 65.9 \ 174 82.1 51 52 .6 68 66.7 56 57.1 j 20 60.6 489 67 .5 27 69.4 
_ ,:::~::., :1:i:-:,::: t:i:: :~::t ,::)::] 1;: _: l ::: !- ~:-1::: :i=,: ~-::: :: = 7~: 1~:~:: :)1: : 
Number of mis~ing observations = 10 
Tables 8 and 8A refer to the satisfaction with the Northern Iowan <UNI newspaper>. ApproKiaately 5% of the 
undergraduate and 22% of the graduate respondents indicated they did not use the Northern Iowan. Of those that 
did, 71% of the undergradu?tes and 82% of the graduates indicated satisfaction. This degree of satisfaction varied 
fro• a high of 86% in the College of Education to a low of 56% in the College of Hu1anities and Fine Arts. Further 
analy~es (curriculu1 by college) showed a statistically significant difference for curriculu1, college by 
curriculu1 interaction and college. The respondents fro1 the Colleges of Education and Natural Sciences appearing 
to be the cause of the college difference. The teaching 1ajors indicated they were 1ost satisfied. However, when 
curriculu1 was controlled by .college, the non-teaching 1ajors appeared 1ost satisfied if they graduated fro• the 
School of Business. This changed i11ediately so that the opposite was true thereafter. The results of the 
statistical analyses was the 1ajor change fro• last year. Last year showed only a seK difference. 
TABLH 8A 
NORTHERN IOWAN <UNI NRlfSPAPRR> 
I -- --------------------------~;~;~~~i~~;;;;-----------------------------------------------------
1 COLLEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
~------------- -r--· --------------------------------------- ·--~-------------------------------------- -----------
1 COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
1 SCHOOi, COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 1 
i I OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAT, EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
II BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCF:S SCIENCES 
CATEC',ORY - - ------- - - ·----------- - -- - - -- -- -- ----- - ··-- - - --- - ------- ---- -------- ------ - --- -- -- -- - ---- --
NO. % NO. . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
I Satisfied 120 69.8 174 86.1 51 56.0 68 69 .4 56 60.9 20 64.5 489 71 .3 -- -;;--;~~; 
; Dissatisfied I 57. 10 .7. 28 13.9 40 44 .0 30 30.6 36_ 39.I 11 35.5 197 28.7 , 6 18.2 
: -- . - .. - -- ...... -~- ······---=-~ ... . . -·· . ·· ------ · . - .... -- .. ... - .. · . . _ ..... .... · ... - . - .. - --- •. - -·-··- ·· ···-······-··- - -- --n- --·····= -=- [-=··--·=---·= 
j COLUMN TaJ'ALS l 172 25 .1 202 29 .4 l 91 13.3 98 14.3 92 13.4 31 4.5 686 100.0 . 33 100.0 
------ --------- ----------- ---~ ------ -------- --- ---------- ---------- -- ------------ ------------ -----------4 




B. SERVICES FOUND AT UNI 
1. SATISFACTION WITH UNI SERVICES 
TABLH 1 
PLACHMHNT CRNTHR 
. ·- - --------~ 
UNDERGRADUATES I 
COU,EGES I SCHOOLS ~ GRADUATES I 
---- ····------ . --- --T- -·--- ---------- ----- --~~~~~~~- ~;--· ~~~~;~~----~~~~;~;-~;- ------------------------- I ---- - ----- -
SCHO'.)L COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINF. NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
RllSINRSS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. 7. NO. 7. NO. ,:, 0. % NO. 7. NO. 7. NO. 7. 
Satisfied 108 59.3 176 82.6 48 49.0 49 48.0 32 32.7 14 46.7 , 427 59.l 




14 33.3 Did Not Ilse f 17 11.8 lS 8.S 26 26.5 30 2S.I 38 38.8 8 26.7 1 118 20.5 ! 
COf,IJMN TOT/\1,S ;8; ?.5.2 ;13· ;~.5 98 13.6 . ·;O?. 14.1 ~;- ;;,6 ;0---~~;=~r=;;;=;;~~~ --4; -~~0~o j 
____ __________ ____ _ L ___________ ---------------------- -- ---------- ----------- ------------~------------ ___________ J
N11mh11r nf missinq observations = 10 
Tables 1 and IA indicate the degree of satisfaction with the Place1ent Center services. located in the Student 
Services Center. Approxi1ately 21% of the undergraduate and 337. of the graduate respondents indicated they had not 
used the Place1ent Center. This varied considerably across colleges however. For exa1ple, the respondents fro• 
the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences were the 1ost likely to not use the Center (39%), with only 
approxi1ately 97. fro1 the College of Education indicating they had not used the services. Of those that had used 
the Place1ent Center services, 74% of the undergraduate and 74% of the graduates indicated satisfaction. This 
varied across colleges with approxi1ately 917. of the respondents fro• the College of Education indicating 
satisfaction to a low of 64i. fro• Continuing Education. However, the percentage base was s1all in the Continuing 
Education colu1n. Further analyses (curriculu1 by college> showed a statistically significant curriculu1 
difference with the teaching 1ajors 1ore satisfied. The only aajor differnce fro• last year was a statistically 




f------ --- -- ------------------ -----------------=~~~:;::
0
:~!~L~ ---------- .. ------------,------------~1--GRADUATES 
II scnoor. COLLEGE ~:~~~~I~~ coL~:GE c~~~~~ ~F CONTINUING Row GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL F.DUCATJON TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
i CATEGORY ------------ ---------- --- .. -------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------- -----------
halis(iOO ______ ~08--6: 7- ~;6--; /"48--6: 7- N049--6:I -'\2- ~ 3- N0;,--6: 6-- -:;7-< 3-- _NO;o--L 
t ,~:.:::t:::: . J )::--: :T I:; . ; : 1 __:: : : ::-;::; ---;<;:;_ --;~--'.::; _  --;:;-;;:;--1-<-;;:: 1 




-----. ----·---- ---·- ---------- ---------·---- -----·--· ~;~;,;~;~~~~;~;-------- ------- ------------------------- r-- ---------, 
-- j - -- - _ coL'.'.'~-'-~u()JL:-- ---------r----------, ----- ------ --GRADUATES j 
scrroor, co1,T,EGE I ~~~~~~~I~~ I cor,~:GE I c~~~~~ ~F CONTINUING Row GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURA!, 
1 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
CATF.GORY 
. ------------- -------- --------------------·· -- ------------ ------------ -----------
NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % 
RlJSINF.SS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES r 
·-;~~~s;;~~ ------ ---;;--51.1 ·- -~;-; ·· 55.5 ---57--~;~;- --~~--~~~; ---~;·· 63.9- --1 9--59.4-- --402--56.1 - r--3~--;;~; 
i_,::::~~:~ ___ J __ , :: ::; '.J_,~: _  ::;: ___ :: __ ::;:. _,I:::.1_ --:;f :Jtl::itil: _:)t~~t: l:::;/:;i:t 
NHmber of missing observations = lli 
Tables 2 and 2A sum1arize the feelings concerning the Registration Services located in Gilchrist Hall. 
Approxi111t1tely 3% of the undergraduate and 10% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used the 
registration services. Of those that had, 58% of the undergraduates and 81% of the graduates indicated 
satisfaction. The College of Social & Behavioral Sciences respondents appeared to be the aost satisfied of those 
using these services (65%) with those fro• the School of Business the least (52%). Last year, the respondents fro• 





i COLLEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
I I ~---- -------------,----------------------1----------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------1 
! I COLLEGE OF I COLLEGE COl,LEGE OF i 
I I SCHOOL COLLEGE I HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE i 
I CATRGORY f _aus~~ss -- Eooc~rou _11 __ A~~(NE-- }1i:\, _j_ B~~:~~:L .. EDOCATJON-- --rorA•· ______ --COLLEGE __ j 
, 
1 
NO . % NO . % NO . % NO . % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
1 
~---····-- . ---------- ----- ------- -- .------- ------------ ---------- ----------- --·----------- ------------- -----------
l C:'.~::~;: _ _ _l_l~--~:::1:::::::: ic:'._ :'.'.;'._t~'. __ '.'.: :1: __ :::_'.::t:::i!'.+::::;~;j+:::.;~::1 





i UNDERGRIIDUATES I 
I COLI.EGES / SCHOOLS I GRADUATES 
~----------------- ------------------- -------- --------------- -- --· ------------------------------------- ------------
! I COLLEGE OF I COLf,EGE COLLEGE OF 
1
1 SCHOOL COT,LEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTUINING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORM, EDUCATlON TOTAL 
j BllSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
GRADUATE 
COLLEGE 
I CATEGORY ----- · -- --- ------------ --------- ···· -------·-··-··- ----------- ------------- ----------- ------------
! NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
~----------------- ---------- ------------ ----------- --- --------- ----------- ------------ -----------
; Sat.isfied 113 62.4 133 63.3 61 63.5 62 60.8 59 60.2 16 48.5 444 61. 7 21 52.5 
5 12.5 
14 35.0 I, Di:::i::;i-tisfied- 31 -- 17.1 1 32 15.2- 15 - 15.6- 12 11.8 17 - 17.3 10 3_0.3 117 _1 __ 6.3 Did Not Use 37 20.4 45 21.4 20 20.8 ?,8 ?.7 .5 22 22.4 7 21.2 159 22.1 
l_cor, llMN _ TOTM.S ___ . . ~~=~-~i~= l~~ii~~ii~~- -- ~~- ~~~~ ~-=~~~~;~,_-;· ::~~~::~~~~~-::~~:::~~~:: ::~~~:i~~~~ 40 100.0 --------- --- -l 
Numher of missing nhservations - 15 
Tables 3 and 3A su11arize the feelings of the responding graduates concerning the Controller's Office, located in 
Gilchrist Hall. Approxiaately 22% of the undergraduate and 35% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not 
used these services. Of those that did, 79% of the undergraduate and 81% of the graduate respondents were 
satisfied. Considerable variation occurred across colleges with a high of 84% of the respondents fro• the College 
of Natural Sciences being satisfied to a low of 62% fro1 Continuing Education. This differed fro• last year in 
that the respondents fro• the School of Business were most satisfied (99%). There was a statistically significant 
sex by college interaction last year. 
TABLB 3A 
CONTROLLBR'S OFPICH 
r-- - - ----- - ---------------------- --- ------------------------------------------------------------------ir-----------
1--__ .___ ____________ _____ ___ ----------- __ -;~;i:;:~:L:_ ~;;~-~-___ ------- _ --____ __ ---l-GR~~~~TES 
I SCHOO[, COU,EGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW I GRADUATE 
1 OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
I BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES I 
l-1::iii:~:~:··--1;~;;::;t:i :~i;::~:;: ~;~-:~:;: ~~;;--~;: -;;;;;--;~;;- ;;,;;--;t;;--- ~;;--;~;:-11-;;,::--~-;1 
~~. ------ -,,_- .. -""- · 1· ·--- --- --- -----· ···-··--·-··. - -- - .- .. · .. -····. ----------- ------------ ----------~-- , -==-===~===~~=====-------~ l CO[,UMN TOTI\LS I 114 25. 7 165 29.4 76 13.5 74 13.2 76 13.5 26 4.6 I 561 100.0 ii 26 100.0 I 
___ _______ ____ ___ L __________ ---------- - - ---------------------- ------------ -------------•-----------JL ___________ J 





Did Nol Use 


























NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % 
46 25.4 81 38.9 31 32 .3 29 28.4 35 35.7 17 51.5 
14 7.7 11 5.3 8 8.3 7 6.9 12 12.2 2 6.1 
120 66.3 117 56.3 57 59 .4 66 61 .7 50 51.0 14 42.4 
--- -·---···· .. ··- -·- --- - --- .. -·- - - -- .... - ------- -- --·. - -- ... -··-·-- ·- ---- - ------ - . ·- - --- - ··- .... ------- ---------
180 ?.5 . ] 209 29.1 96 13.4 102 14 .2 97 13.5 33 1.6 
ROW 
TOTAL 
NO . % 
239 33.3 
54 7.5 











Number of missing observations = 16 
Tables 4: and 4:A su11aarize the feelings of the responding graduates concerning the Writing Services available, 
located in the Center for Acade1tic Achieve1ent. Approxiutel y 59% of the undergraduate and 89% of the graduate 
respondents indicated that they had not used these services. This varied across colleges with a low of 4:2% in 
Continuing Education to a high of 66% in the School of Business. Of those that indicated they had used these 
services, approximately 82% of the undergraduates and 91% of the graduates were satisfied. Again. variations 
across colleges existed, with a high of 90% fro11 Continuing Education to a low of 75% fro1 the College of Social 
and Behavioral Sciences. There was a statistically significant difference (sex by college) between 11ales and 
fe1ales with the 1ales 1ore satisfied. However, the large nu1ber of non-users 1akes this result suspect. There 
appeared to be 1ore respondents satisfied fro1 the College of Hu1antiies and Fine Arts (90%) with a low of 70% fro1 




------------ --- ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------1 -----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES I 
COJ,LEGES / SCHOO!,S GRADUATES j 
I 
r l
' COLLEGE OF COl,LEGE I COLLEGE OF - - -- - i 
, SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF · SOCIAL & CONTUINING ROW GRADUATE ! 
I OF OF I AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE : 
I Rllf> f NESS F.DUCATION l ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES I 
.. Sat :::::RY .... -t ~::··:: :: 1-~ ~:-. ~: :1· ;~::. ··::: :· ~::·· ~ :: 1 ··~::·. :: . :-. ~:: .. ~:: :·· -~::. -~: :·. -~::· -~: :1 
Diss~Usfied : 14 7..1.1 1 11 12.0 I R 7.0.5 7 19 .41 12 25 .5 2 10.5 J 54 18.4 1 9.1
1 ·----- ------·····  ---~------------~-----~------..;--,------------ ----"'-· ----,(~-~~== ---, .. - ·-- --- ----· ···-------,-----------·-- ~-- ... -- _________ ,J 
-COf,llM~ TOTAl,S I ~~ - 20:~ : ~2 ;1.; :· 39 13.3 i-36 12 .31 47 16.0 19 6.5 I 293 100 .0 1 11 100. 0\ 
. ---- --- -- --------~------------- ---------~--- --- ·-----------------~------- ------- -- ---------------------- -----------~ 




1 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 -----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COL!JEGES / SC!l(Xlf,S GRADUATES 
-- ----------------,--------------------------------------------------------- --------------1------------- -----------
1
1 COJ,LEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ -----------~-------------
NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
Satisfied 11 17.1 62 29.8 23 24 .0 17 16.7 16 16.3 15 45.5 164 22.8 10 8.3 
DissatJRf1rd 8 4.4 5 2.4 5 5.2 1 1.0 4 4.1 3.0 24 3.3 1 2.8 
Did Not Use 142 78.5 141 67.8 68 70.8 81 82.4 78 79.6 17 51.5 530 73.8 29 88.9 
_;~II~~-~~:~ __ :_-!~'.::;!:'.:::~ :!;:,_ :_:6 __ ;!:'._:'.,;_:'.'.' __ :;;::;;:;_::;;:::;;_::;;;_;~;: 1::_;;_;~;j 
N11111ber of missing observations - 17 
Tables 5 and 5A su1urize the feelings of the respondents regarding the Reading Services available at UNI. also 
located at the Center for Acade11ic Achieve1ent. Approxiutely H% of the undergraduate and 89% of the graduate 
respondents indicated they had not used these services . The respondents fro• the College of Natural Sciences would 
be least likely to 1ake use of these services. Of those respondents that indicated they had used these services, 
87% of the undergraduates and 91% of the graduates were satisfied with the respondents fro• the College of Natural 
Sciences the 1ost satisfied and the respondents fro• the School of Business the least satisfied. This is a 
reversal fro11 the previous study. There was statistically significant difference (sex by college) with the 1ales 
1ore satisfied: however. the large nu1ber of non-users 11akes this result suspect. There were no statistically 
significant differences last year. 
TABLI! 5A 
Rl!ADING Sl!RVICES 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAi, COLLEGE 
I CATEGORY ~- BUSINESS __ EDUCATION _____ ARTS _____ SCIENCES ___ SCIENCES __ ------------ ------------ -------------1 
lcm.11MN_T<JrALs _[__3, _20.1_[__61 _35.6 __ 2• _14·' __ 1s __ ,.6 [ _ _io_ 10.6 ___ 16 ___ •.s _ _1__rn•_:oo.ol __ 1'._1~0:~J 
























TUTORING <S.S.S. > 
UNDERGRADUATES 



































COLUMN TOTAl,S 181 25.2 208 29.0 96 13.4 10?. 14.?. 98 13.6 33 4.6 
Number of missing observations= 15 
ROW 
TOTAL 













41 100 .0 
Tables 6 and 6A su11arize the degree of satisfaction of the respondents concerning tutoring found under Student 
Support Services (for1ally called Educational Opportunity Progra1). Approxi1ately 81% of the undergraduate and 89% 
of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used this service. Of those that had. 87% of the undergraduates 
and 83% of the graduates were satisfied. The respondents fro• the College of Bducation appeared to be the 1ost 
satisfied with those fro1 the College of Huaanities and Fine Arts the least satisfied: The Colleges of Hu1anities 
and Fine Arts and Natural Sciences respondents last year were 1ost satisfied. A statistically significant sex 
difference <sex by college) was de1onstrated with the 1ales 1ore satisfied. Again. the large nu1ber of non-users 


































5 ?.] . 7 
14 87.5 
7. 12 .5 
12 80.0 
3 20.0 




NO . % 
122 87.1 
18 12. 9 
COl.,lJHN TOTAI,S 25 17.9 48 34.3 7.3 16.4 16 11.4 15 10.7 13 9.3 140 100.0 
l. _________________ ---------- ----------- -------·---- ----------- ----------- -------------------------













STUDY SKILLS SRRVICRS 
~ ---- -- ------------------------- --------·------------------------------------------------------------- ----------, 
COU,EGES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
UNDERGRADUATES j 








COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF / 
HUMANITIES OF SCX:IAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE I 
ANO FINE NATURAL, BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAi, COLLEGE I 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % 
Satisfied 30 16 .7 62 30.0 25 26.3 18 17 .8 17 17.3 12 36.4 164 23 .0 9 22 .5 
Dissatisfied 3 1.7 4 1.9 6 6.3 0 0.0 2 2.0 5 15.2 20 2.8 1 2.5 
-~~~ -~~t-~~e -----= -=~~==~::~  -~~~===~~:: ----~~--~~~--- ~~--~=~=--~~~-~~~~= =~::==~~~~==~ ==~==:~~=-1d---~~--~=~~i 
_ C~l,UMN_ TOTA~: ____ -~~--:=~:- -=°-~---:=~°-- --==--~=~--=°-=--~~~  ---=~--==~~- __ 33 ___ 4. 6 ___ _ 714 _ 100 .0 _ J ___ 40 _ 100 .0 ~ 
NumbPr of missing observations = 20 
Tables 7 and 7A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Study Skills Services found in the Center for 
Acade1ic Achieve1ent. Approxiaately 74% of the undergraduate and 75% of the graduate respondents indicated they 
had not used these services. Of those that indicated they had used these services, 89% of the undergraduates and 
90% of the graduates were satisfied. This satisfaction varied across colleges with approxiutely 100% fro• the 
College of Natural Sciences being satisfied to a low of 71% fro• Continuing Rducation. These two had the fewest 
nuaber using these services, however. This differed fro• the previous year but the s1all nu1ber could cause this. 
TABLR 7A 
STUDY SKILLS SRRVICRS 
! ~~~ l 
I COLLEGES I SCHOOLS GRADUATESJ 
L ____ ______ ___ ____ -------- --- -------·------- - ------- ------------ ------- -- ------ ------------------------ -----------
! COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I 
! SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SCX:IAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE I 
I OF OF ANO FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 1 
I BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 1 
I I 
: CATEGORY -- --------- -------- ---- - --- ----- - -- ----- ----- -- --------- ------------- ---- -- ----- ------- --- -~ 
I NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % I 
~-- -------------- --- - ------- - - -------- - - ------- - - - - ---- -- --- - ---------- - --- -- --- - -- - - ---- - --- ---- __ ___ __ _____ J 
! Satisfir.d 30 90.9 62 93.9 25 80.6 18 100.0 17 89.5 12 70.6 164 89.1 9 9o. o l 
I D1ss~t,if;fir.d 3 9.1 4 6..1 6 19.4 o o.o 2 10 .5 5 29.4 20 10 .9 I 1 10 .o l 
I I : ; r-- .. ----- -· · -· · - -·-··· -··-- · · ----···--·---- --··· ·- --· ·· · · · -·· --- · ------- ·-· ·· ·-· ----·- -- ~- ---··----------·------ ·-- ·· -·· ---- --= -·===~=-==~~=t 
I COT,111,fN rarALS 33 17.9 66 35.9 31 16.8 18 9.8 19 10.3 17 9.2 184 100 .0 10 100. 0 i 
L _____ _______ ____ --- ------ --· __________ _ ----- ---- -- --------- -- ---------- - ------------- ------------ __ ___ __ __ ___ l 

































---------------- ~~~----=--- ~~~----=--- ~~~----=--- ~~~----=-- -~~~----=----~~~----=---- -~~~----=--- _No. ____ r. __ ~ Satisfied 56 30.9 86 41.0 I 31 37..3 37 36.3 36 36.7 10 30.3 256 35.6 10 25.0 
Dissatisfied 62 34.3 59 28.1 I 36 37.5 37. 31 .4 28 28.6 11 33 .3 228 31.7 8 20.0 
t;~;~;;;i; -J 1 ::__ ;;-;. _ 2:: __ :: : 1:: __ ;;; ) _ :: ;_ -;__ :: ;_ .. :: ''. : -::: ;: :1 --:-'.\\ :1 
Number of missing observations - 14 
The degree of satisfaction with the Financial Aid services is reported in Tables 8 and 8A. Approxi1ately 33% of 
the undergraduate and 55% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not 1ade use of these services. Of those 
that had. 53% of the undergraduates and 56% of the graduates were satisfied. This indicates a greater percentage 
of users being satisfied (8% more undergraduates and 13% graduate) when coapared with last year. The respondents 
fro• the College of Hu1anities and Fine Arts were the least satisfied. and those fro• the College of Education the 
1ost satisfied (Table 8A). Last year's report had the College of Huaanities and Fine Arts the 1ost satisfied with 
the College of Education and Continuing Education the least satisfied. There was also a statistically significant 






COJ,[,F.GES I SCH(X)LS GRADUATES 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCH(X)L COT,LEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BF.HAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
I BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCTF.NGES SCIENCES 
I CATF.GORY ·· ----------- - ---.--- -- -- - __ __ ____ ,, ___ __ ·-- --- -· · --- -· ,, ___________ ------------- --- -------- ------ - --- --
l NO. % NO. % NO. i. NO . % NO . % NO . % NO . % NO. % 
' - - - -- ---------- ---------- ----- -·- ····--- ----------- ------------------------- ---------- -------------
Satisfied 56 47.5 86 59.3 31 46 .3 3'1 53.6 36 56.3 10 47.6 256 52.9 10 55.6 

































NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % 
55 30.4 67 32.2 38 39.6 32 31.4 
13 7.2 13 6.3 9 9.4 5 4.9 
113 62. 4 l 28 61. 5 49 51.0 65 63.7 
33 34.4 




















40 100 .0 
Nmnher of missing observations • 18 
Tables 9 and 9A indicate how the responding graduates viewed the Student K1ploy1ent services; a unit of Financial 
Aids. Approxi1ately 60% of the undergraduate and 88% of the graduate respondents indicated that they had not used 
these services. Variation occurred across colleges, however For exuple, approxi11ately 64% of the respondents 
fro• the College of Natural Sciences indicated that they had not used these services while 51% fro• the College of 
Humanities and Fine Arts so indicated. This is a change fro1 the previous report where the College of Education 
was the highest. Of those that had used these services, approximately 84% of the undergraduates and 80% of the 
graduates were satisfied. There was a statistically sex significant difference (sex by college> with the 11ales 





UNDERGRADUATES 'j I 
COLLEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES ! 
-----------------r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ________ ____ J 
I COf,LEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I 
I SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
II OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE i 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES i 
CATEGORY ~----------- ·- --------- ------------ ---------- ---··-------- ------------- ---------- 1---- - -------1 
, NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % I NO. % 
1 
-----------------~----------- ---------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ------------- ---- -··---- 1------------
Satisfied I 55 80.9 67 8.3.8 38 80.9 32 86.5 33 84.6 15 93.8 240 83.6 4 80 .0 
Dissatisfied : 13 19.1 13 16 .3 9 19.1 5 13.5 6 15.4 1 6.3 47 16.4 1 20 .0 1 
-~;;~:'.~A~'._J:~~-:~::'. __ ::~::~;:: ____ ~'. __ '.~::: ::~;:-;;:;:=;;::;~;:l::;;:::;:;::: :;;;-;~:~1:::;:~~:~j 






NO . % NO. % 
----------------- ---------- -----------
Satisfied 63 34.8 q7 46.6 
Dissatisfied 20 11.0 7 3.4 
Did Not Urrn 98 54.1 )04 50.0 
COWMN TOTALS 181 25.4 208 29.1 




COT,l,F.GF.S I SCHOOl,S 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
-----·- ··-- - - ---- ·· ------
NO. % NO. % 
---- - - ·-- - --· -----------
28 30.1 23 22.5 
8 8.6 8 7.8 
57 61.3 71 69.6 
COLLEGE OF 




NO. % NO . % 
-- --------- - ------------
32 32.7 13 40 .6 
7 7 .1 3 9.4 
59 60.2 16 50.0 


















Tables 10 and lOA su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Career Center services, located in the Student 
Services Center. Approxi1ately 57% of the undergraduate and 83% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not 
used these services. This varied across colleges fro1 a low of 50% (l!ducation) to a high of 70% (Natural 
Sciences). Of those respondents who indicated they had used these services, 83% of the undergraduates and 86% of 
the graduates were satisfied. (The percentage base in so111e of these cells is too nall to be 1eaningful.) This 
also varied across colleges with a low of 74% <Natural Sciences> to a high of 93% Cl!ducation)(Table 10A). Further 
analyses Ccurriculu1 by colleges) showed a statistically significant curriculu1 and college difference with 
teaching 11ajors 1ore satisfied and the respondents fro• the College of Natural Sciences causing the college 
difference, however, the large nu1ber of non-users 1akes this result suspect. Last year, the respondents fro1 the 
School of Business were aost likely to use the services (39%). Last year, the respondents fro• Continuing 
Hducation were least satisfied (67%) with those fro1 Hducation the 1ost satisfied(89%). 
TABLI! lOA 
CARl!BR CBNTl!R 
------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, ------------, 
! UNDERGRADUATES I I 
I COLLEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
1--------------------~~-----~::~;----~~i~:;~- -;;;;,~~;----;;;~~-~;- -;;~;::;~-----~------ ---::::::~- , 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL ! COLLEGE 
CATEGORY --~~~=~~~~-- ~~~c~:=~~-- ---~~~~-----~==~~=~~-- -~==~~=~~-- ------------- ____ ______ J ------------
! . NO. % NO.. % NO . i. NO . % NO. % NO. i. NO. i. J NO. % 
I-;~~~;;~:,~---- -~3 -75.9 97 93.3 28 77.8 7.3 11.2 32 82.1 13 81.; 256 82.8 _l, -- -6 85.7 
f
, Dissatisfied 20 24.1 7 6.7 R 22.?. 8 25.8 i 7 17.9 3 18.8 53 17.2 1 14.3 
- - - -- - - - - --- -- -- -- - - -- - --- ----- - - - - ------ - -- ------ - ----- -- - --- - --- - -,- -~ --- =~ - - - - - - --- - ------- --- --- ------ ------ - --- - --
COLUMN TOTALS 83 26. 9 104 JU 36 11. 7 31 10.0j 39 12.6 16 5.2 309 100.0 7 100.0 
l-------------- -- ------------ --- -------- ------------- ---------- -- ----------------------- ----------- -------------
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UNDERGRADUATES 















NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
121 66.9 ]53 73.9 
22 12.2 4 1.9 













181 25.3 207 29.0 95 13.3 101 14.1 98 13.7 33 4.6 
















Tables 11 and llA indicate the degree of satisfaction with Residence Hall Living. Approxiaately 26% of the 
undergraduate and 68% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used the residence hall living services. 
This varied across colleges with a low of 21% fro1 the School of Business to a high of 34% fro• the College of 
Social & Behavioral Sciences. This did not change greatly fro• last year. Since the 1ajority of the students at 
UNI did not live in the residence halls, it raised a question as to how the services could have been utilized by 
all of these students. A possible explanation could be that since no restrictions were placed on the ti1e period 
for responding, the respondent could have lived in a residence hall during a freshaan year or any ti1e after. In 
any case, of those that indicated they had used these services, approxiaately 87% of the undergraduates and 85% of 
the graduates were satisfied. This degree of satisfaction was fairly consistent except for the College of 
liducation (98%). There was a statistically significant college (sex by colleges) difference with the College of 
Natural Sciences appearing to cause this. The distribution of the scaled-scores aakes this result suspect, 
however. 
TABLB llA 
RBSIDBNCH HALL LIVING 
I
; - --- UNDERGRADUATES I 
, COLLEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
1-------------------------------------------~~~~;~;-~;---~~~~;~;,----~~~~;~;-~;--------------------------- ----------- I 
'1 SCHOOL COLl,EGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
I 
I BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
i CATEGORY ;;~--- -;.--- ;~~----;.-- -- ;~~ ----;,-- -~~~----;,--- ~~~----;,-- - ;~~----;.---- -;~~----;.--- -;~~----;,--
~-;~~~;;~;~------- -~;~--;~~~- -i~;--;;~~- --~~--;~~i ---~i--;;~~- --~~--;~~;- --~;--;;~;-- --~~;--;~~;- ---~i--;~~~ 
I DissatisfiP.d 22 15.4 4 2.5 17 23.9 13 17.6 9 13.8 5 21.7 70 13.l 2 15.4 
l~~;:~M~-;~~~~- -- -~~~ -;6 :~ - ~~;==;~~;-- ;1-~l 3~·;· --~;~==;;~~= -=~;==;;~ 2= ==;;===~:;== ==;;;=;~;~O = ===;;=;~~=; 
L----------------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ----------- ___ _________ j ____________ --- - . J 














FCX>D SBRVICB CRRSIDBNCB HALLS) 
UNDERGRADUATES 















NO . % NO. % NO. i. NO. % NO. % llO. % 
126 69.6 146 70.5 61 64 .7. 65 64.1 56 57 .1 20 60.6 
21 11.6 14 6.8 11 11 .6 11 10.9 15 15 .3 4 12.1 
31 18.8 47 22 .1 7.3 24 .2 7.5 7.4.8 27 27.6 9 27 .3 
181 25.3 7.07 29.0 q5 13 .3 101 14 .l 98 13. 7 33 4.6 
NumhP.r nf mi ~f:i nq obsP.rv;itions ~ 19 
ROW 
TOTAL 
NO . % 
474 66.3 
76 10.6 








24 60 .0 
10 100.0 
Tables 12 and 12A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Food Services in the residence halls at UNI. 
Approxi1ately 23% of the undergraduate and 60% of the graduate respondents indicated that they had not used the 
food services. This varied fro• a low of 19% in the School of Business to a high of 28% in the College of Social & 
Behavioral Sciences. The high last year was 32% in the Natural Sciences. Of those respondents who indicated they 
had used the food services, approxiaately 86% of the undergraduates and 81% of the graduates were satisfied. There 
was a statistically significant curriculu• difference <curriculua by college> with the teaching aajors aore 
satisfied. Again, the scaled-scores distribution raises a validity question. 
TABLR 12A 
FCX>D SRRVICB CRRSIDRNCR HALLS> 
1
---- - ---- --- - - - - ------------------------- - -------- --- - ---- - -- --- --------- - -- - ---------------------------
UNDERGRADUATES 
i COLLEGES / SCHOOLS 





























NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
!--- ---------- -- --- ----------- ---------- ------------ ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------
/ Satisfied 126 85.7 146 91.3 61 84.7 65 85.5 56 78.9 20 83.3 474 86.2 
1 Dissatisfied 21 14.3 14 8.8 11 15 .3 11 14.5 15 21.1 4 16 . 7 76 13.8 
I 
i_~_ -=~~=···~=-~ - - ~ --========== ==========· - - . --·- - ---- - -- --- . - -- -... -====- - . ==- ============ ============ 
I ! COLUMN TOTALS 147 26. 7 160 29.1 77. 13.1 76 13.8 71 12. 9 24 4.4 550 100.0 
! ____ _ _ _ ___________ - ---------- ----------- -------- - - - -- - -------- ----------- ------------ ------------















~-----··----------------------------------- _____ cm,IJRGF.S _/ -SCHOOLS ____________ ------------------------- --GRADU~'J'~~ 
1 
r COLLEGE OF I COLLEGF. COLLEGE OF 1 
I SCHOOL CO!,LEGE HUMANITIES I OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
I OF OF AND FINE I NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
I RllSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES j 
1 
CATEGORY r·---------- ------------ ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------~ -----------
l ! NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % rl NO. % 
-----------------r---------- ------------ ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
Satisfied 159 88.3 197 94.3 84 89.4 94 92.2 90 91.8 30 90.9 654 91.3 38 92.7 
Dissatisffod I 16 8. 9 4 1. 9 5 5.3 6 5. 9 7 7 .1 2 6.1 40 5.6 1 2.41 
_Did=Not_llse =- ~==-5=--2.8 ====8===3.8= =-5== 5.3_!- -··2= _?..O. ·===l= _Lo= ===1===3._o== -- ==22= =3.l= =--===2==-~~~ 
CO!,UMN TOTALS ! 180 25.1 209 29.2 94 13.l 102 14.2l 98 13. 7 33 4.6 716 100.0 41 JOO.OJ 
·----------------~----------- ------------ ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
Number of missing observations = 18 
Tables 13 and 13A s11Jl1arize the degree of satisfaction with Library Services. Approxi1ately 3% of the 
undergraduate and 5% of the graduate respondents indicated that they had not used these services. Of those that 
did, the vast ujority were satisfied. Little variation across colleges occurred. Further analyses <sex by 
college) showed a statistically significant difference between colleges with the respondents fro• the College of 
Natural Sciences causing this. Last years' report indicated a significant sex difference. No other significant 
























CATRGORY 1----------- ------------ ----------- --- ------- ------------ -- ----------- -----------
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
-------··-------- ----------- ------------+----------- ---------- ------------ ------------- -----------
Sat1sf1ed 159 90.9 197 98.0 I 84 94.4 94 94.0 90 92.8 30 93.8 654 94.2 
Di,11ti,fied 16 9.1 4 1.0 j 5 5.6 6 6.0 7 I.I I 6.3 ~ 5.8 
_c;.~N:~,;, ::.L:'.1i:.i~J:i~i::i::~:j::~;::;;:~: .i~::'.i:;·:::;::'.;_~_ .:ii:::4:;::: :iii:'.~:~: 













OF I OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
1 
BUSINF.SS I EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES I 
CATEGORY ------ ··---1------------ ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------- ------------- -----------~ 
NO. % I NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % I NO. % I 
---- .-- .--------- -----------r----------- ----------- ----------- --------- - ------------- -------------~------ -----1 
m:::::i::d _ _f -1 iI :m Ji;_}l J __ :: :! :1_ J :u --:: -}J _ il.JJ --5;_ -:r:_t t5JJ 
lCOTrlJMN TOTALS i 181 ?,5.2 j 209 29 .1 l % 13.7. ]07 11.2 98 13.6 33 4.6 718 100 .0 :I 42 100.0 I -- ---- -- - - - - - - - ----- ---- - --- -~----- - - - - - - --- -- -- -- - - - -- - ---- --------- - --- -·------ - - ---- - ____________ ___ __ ________ J 
Number of missinq observations= 14 
Tables 14 and 14A su11arize the degree of satisfaction of the respondents to the Parking Facilities services. 
Approxiaately 8% of the undergraduate and 7% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used Parking 
Facilities services. Of those respondents that had, 22% of the undergraduates and 44% of the graduates indicated 
satisfaction. The degree of dissatisfaction varied across colleges with a low of 75% fro1 the School of Business 
to a high of 85% fro• the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences. The previous report indicated the College of 
Natural Sciences with the least dissatisfaction. Further analyses (sex by colleges) showed a statistically 
significant college difference with the College of Natural Sciences the cause. There appeared to be little other 





I COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS 
r --- ,------------------------------------ ---------- -------------------------- -----------
/ ,. COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
I 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
1 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
I I BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
I 
CATEGORY '------------ --------- - ---------- - - --- ---- --- --------- ·- - ------------- -----------
J
I NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
r-- -------------- ------------ ---------- --- -- -- ---- · ------ ---- ------------ ------------- -----------
sausrtect I 43 25.1 15 23.1 18 20. 1 21 22.3 13 14.6 5 16 . 1 11s 21. 9 
Dissatisfied / 126 74.6 147 76.6 69 79.3 73 77.7 76 85 .4 25 83.3 516 78.1 
' I.. . . ·. . i . ----··- -·· -··- - -···-··· ···-· . . . ·• ·- ' .... ' .... - - .- .. . ...... --···-·· --- -·- --···- ------·--··-··- ---· ······ - -·- ···-
COLIJMN TOTAr,8 I 169 25.6 192 29.0 I 87 B .2 91 14.2 89 13.5 30 4.5 661 100.0 
____ _ ____ ____ _ _ __________________________ j ______ _ _ __ __ ----- - - - - - -- - ------- -- -- ----- - -----·- ------- - --
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NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
81 44.8 106 51.0 45 49.5 45 44.6 40 40.8 15 46.9 
63 34.8 63 30.3 26 28.6 37 36.6 31 31.6 11 34 .4 
37 20.4 39 18.8 20 22.0 19 18.8 27 27.6 6 18.8 
---- =~=-==r==== --=~-=-==--===-. . -· ·--·' - .. ------ --·-··-·- -· .- -·- ·-· ::,- -- =-==::"'l:==:m~:::= -.:..::====..:== -- :.:= 















.-:===--====""' ·. -,; _ 
41 100.0 
Number of missing observations~ 22 
Tables 15 and 15A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with Caapus Security services. Approxiaately 21% of the 
undergraduate and 42% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services. This varied across 
colleges with a low of 19% (Hducation) to a high of 28% (Social & Behavioral Sciences). Of those respondents that 
indicated they had used these services. approxi1ately 59% of the undergraduate and 67% of the graduate respondents 
indicated satisfaction. This represents an increase for the undergraduates and a decrease for the graduates fro• 
last year. Further analyses (sex by colleges) showed a statistically significant difference between colleges with 






COLLEGES I SCHOOLS I GRADUATES 
---------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------------------- t-----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEr,ORY !----------- ----------- ----------- ·- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------ -----------
-~~~~~;~~~------1-NO;;--;;:; -~~;--;(:;_'.~;;--~:;-NO;;--;(:; _NO~--;;:;- NO;;--;;:;---~;;--;(:;- _NO;;--;;:; 
Dissatisfied 63 43.8 63 37.1 26 36.6 37 45 .1 31 43.7 11 42.3 231 41.0 8 33.3 
_C()L~::~ii;: __ ~_14;::ii:! ::;;~:~:o_:::'.'.::'.::1_-:-~'.::'.'.:i :_·i;·:;;:;: ·:;;:::;:;: __ :~;;:;~:;:· :::;::;~:~J 
Number of missing observations e 22 
-29-
TABLH 16 
ORIHNTATION PROGRAMS CNHW STUDHNTS> 
! UNDERGRADUATES 
GRADUATES l COLLEGES / SCHOOLS ------- -------------··--------.------------------------ ---------- -----------~-------------------------- -----------·1 1 COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
1 SCHOOL . COLLEGE l HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
I 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE I 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
I CATEr,ORY ------------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ------------- ------------ -----------l I NO. % NO. % I NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
1-~i~~~~~ii:~----r-;ii--ii:i- -;:i--;i:ir---;i--;i:~- --;i--;~:: ---i~--~:~ ---;i--i~:~--f-;~--;i:i- ----i--;i:i 
l D1 d "1\ Use_ -t 53 _ 29 4_ ... 61 _ 29 3 3133 7 __ 37 _ 36 6 28 29 2 _11 __ 3= 3_j iz1 _ 31:1 __ :: .. '.'.:~ 
I co1,1JMN_ TOTA1is __ ____ 1BO __ ?.s. 4 __ 208 __ 1.9. 3 ___ 92 __ 13. o __ 101 ___ 14. 2 ___ 96 __ 13. s ____ 33 ___ 4. 6 __ J __ 110 _ 100. o _ ---~~-=~~~~ 
NumbP.r of missing observations= 25 
Tables 16 and 16A indicate the degree of satisfaction with the Orientation Programs at UNI. Approxi1ately 31% of 
the undergraduate and 78% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services. There was less 
variation across colleges this ti1e fro• last, approxiaately 7%. Of those who indicated they had used these 
services, approxi1ately 86% of the undergraduates and 67% of the graduates were satisfied. Further analyses <sex 
by colleges) showed a statistically significant difference between colleges with the College of Natural Sciences 
apparently the reason. The l~rge nuaber of non-users. however, could cause this. Last year showed an interaction 
effect. 
TABLH 16A 
ORIHNTATION PROGRAMS CNHW STUDBNTS> 
r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -!-----------, 
I UNDERGRADUATES 
f----------- ---------------- --------- -;~;;~;:~;GESi;:~'.\~;;;;-~;- __ _ --~'.'.~~'.'.'.~ 
j SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
J OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
j BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
I CATEGORY ----- ----- ---- - -----------·· ---·---·· ·- -- ------------ -------- -----------' l NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % 
r S;itisfiP.d I 106 83.5 ~;;--~~~~ ---;~--;~~;- --~~--~5~~ --;~--;;~~- ~7 77 .3 422 86.3 1 6 66. 7 
t:::,:t::;:; ..  . ·[_, ::-:::: _ _ 1 :: __ 3: ; : ____ ,; __ '. :;: _l __ '.: __ : :; : ____ :; ::: : ; :_ l_:i::~;:; ___ -~:-;;:;-j 1----;-;;;-; 
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Tables 17 and 17A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Religious Student Centers. Approxi1ately 59% of 
the undergraduate and 83% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these centers. The respondents 
fro• the College of Huaanit.ies and Pine Arts indicated they used these services the 1ost (47%), the School of 
Business the least (31%). Of those who indicated they had, 91% of the undergraduates and 100% of the graduates 
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7 100 .0 
0 0.0 
7 100 .0 
TABLB 18 
UNDBRGRADUATB ADMISSIONS 
------------------------------------------- ··--·----- ---------------------------------------------------- -----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES / SCHOOl,S GRADUATES , 
------ -----------,------·- -- ---------------~~~~;,~;,-~;- --~~~~;~;,-- -~~~~;~;-~;- ------- ------r-----------
scHooL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TafAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ~---- ----- - ------------- ----------- ---------- ------------- ------------- -----·-------
~ /NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. r. NO. r. NO. % NO. r. 
-:::;:::~::--T;::--;::~ --;~--;;:~---::--:~::- --;:--;1:: ---;:-;:::- --fiff- -;f ;iT 
Did Not Use ! 30 16.9 37 17.8 16 16.8 ?.1 20.8 13 13.4 4 12.5 121 17.0 
·===··· ==·-========~=~=====- =~== ==========~ - - -- ----~=---- - =~ -~- ---~-- --==========~ ============= ============ 
COLUMN TafALS i 177 24. 9 208 29 .3 95 13.4 101 14.2 97 13. 7 32 4.5 710 100.0 
I ----------------~------------ ------------------ -··· ---- ------------------------------------- ------------








Tables 18 and 18A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with undergraduate Admissions services. Approxiaately 17% 
of the undergraduate and 70% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services. Of those 
respondents indicating they had, approxi1ately 89% of the undergraduates and 67% of the graduates were satisfied. 
Further analyses Ccurriculua by college) revealed statistically significant interaction with teaching 1ajors being 
1ore dissatisfied in the College of Education. but this is changed to the non-teaching 1ajors in the divisions of 
Hu1anities and Fine Arts, Natural Sciences and Social & Behavioral Sciences. Last year there was a statistically 
significant sex by college interaction. The scaled-scored distribution could cause this, however. There was 
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16 10. 9 










147 25.0 171 29.0 79 11.4 80 13.6 84 14.3 28 4.8 
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TABLE 19 
ACADEMIC ADVISING- DEPARTMENT 
UNDERGRAOUATES 
COLT,EGES I SCHOOLS 
COLl,EGE OF COI,LEGR COLLEGE OF 
SCHOO!, COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTA[, 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 































18 45.o I 
)__:::j 
40 100.0 1 
---------- l 
Number of missing observations= 19 
The degree of satisfaction for the respondents regarding Acadeaic Advising within the 1ajor's depart1ent is found 
in Tables 19 and 19A. Approxi1ately 20% of the undergraduate and 45% of the graduate respondents indicated they 
had not used these services. This varied across colleges with a low of 12% fro• Continuing Education to a high of 
30% fro• the School of Business. There appeared to be 8% 1ore graduates fro• the School of Business using these 
services this tiae than last. Of those that had used these services, approxiaately 69% of the undergraduates and 
82% of the graduates were satisfied. There was a 6% decrease in the satisfaction recoreded by the respondents this 
year over last. This varied across colleges with a low of 61% fro• the School of Business to a high of 76% from 
the College of Education. Further analyses (sex by colleges) showed statistically significant difference between 
colleges with the School of Business and the College of Natural Sciences the reasons. Last year showed a 
statistically significant interaction effect . 
TABLE 19A 
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Did Nrit Use 
. --- -- ---- .. - - - - -
1.0l,UMN TOTAI.S 
TABLB 20 
STUDBNT SUPPORT SBRVICBS 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLl,F.GES I SCHOOl,S GRADUATES 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
---------- ----------- -----------·· ---- ------- - ----- ------ - -- ·-- --- - - - - ------- ----- ------ -- ---
NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % 
22 12.'.1 43 20.8 l 7 17.9 8 7.8 
5 2.8 5 2.4 1 4.2 2 2.0 
152 84.9 159 90.0 74 Tl . 9 92 90 . ?. 
-------- ===-==-n====- · ----· ---- - --- - -- - ------ -·· ----
179 25.1 207 29 .0 gs 13.'.1 10?. 14 . '.1 
10 10 .2 10 30.3 
3 3.1 1 3.0 
85 86.7 22 66.7 
------- ----- ·----· -·-··-- ---- -·· 










Numbrr o[ missing observ::itions ~ 21 
Tables 20 and 20A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Student Support Services (for1erly called 
Bducational Opportunity Progra>. Approxiutely 82% of the undergraduate and 90% of the graduate respondents 
indicated they had not used these services. Those respondents that appeared to use these services the 1ost were 
fro1 the College of Hu1anities and Pine Arts (78%) and Continuing Bducation (67%). Note, these services were 1ade 
available only to those students ad1itted to UNI through the support services. Thus, the low user nu1bers should 
not be surprising. Of those that could uke use of these services. 85% of the undergraduates and 75% of the 
graduates were satisfied. Little chage fro• 1st year was noted. 
TABLB 20A 
STUDBNT SUPPORT SBRVICBS 
-------------------------------------------------~~;;~;;~~;~;;--- .. -----------··-------------------------i-----------
COLLF.GES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
--- --- -· ------ --- ·-------- ·· -- ----- ------ ----------- ----------- --- ----- --- ------------ ------------ ,--------- .. -
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
I 
GRADUATE 




BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
----------- ----------- -----·------ ----------- -----·- -- ---· ---------
NO. 7. NO. 7. NO . % NO. % NO. % NO . % 
22 81.5 43 89 .6 
5 18.5 5 10.1 
J 7 81.0 
4 19 .0 
8 80 .0 
?. 20.0 
10 76 . 9 
3 23.1 
10 90. 9 
l 9.1 
NO. % 
110 84 .6 
20 15.4 
. ---- ----- - ------- ---- --· - - - - -=-s::::~ - - - - --·· -- -- .--.. -- ... ·. ·- ··· .. ---- .. •. ·--·- -- ..... -- - .----===-= == ·· -:-,: .. :e::~=-- ---· 
COLUMN TOTAl,S 27 20.8 48 36.9 21 16.?. 10 7.7 13 10 .0 11 8. 5 130 100 .0 
--- ------- --- -- - ----------- -----------. ------- ----· --- -- ------ ------- ---- - ---

































Satisfied 27 15.1 53 25.9 24 25.3 10· 9.8 25 25.5 11 33.3 150 21.1 
Dissatisfied 7 3.9 4 2.0 6 6.3 4 3.9 4 4.1 3 9.1 28 3.9 








===--- ~- = --====t=- -======= =~========·-- ==- ====-- -==- ====-==--=------=========- ============ ====---=-.----- - ======= === 
COLUMN TOTA[,S I 179 25.1 ?.05 28.8 9S 13.3 I 102 14.3 98 13 .8 33 4.6 712 100.0 
----------------------------- ----------- -----------~------------------------ ------------ ------------
40 100.0 
Number of missing observations= 23 
Tables 21 and 21A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Counseling Center services located in the Student 
Services Center. Approxiaately 757. of the undergraduate and 837. of the graduate respondents indicated they had not 
used these services. This did not differ fro• last. This varied across colleges with a low of 58% fro1 Continuing 
Bducation to a high of 867. fro• the College of Natural Sciences; There was less variation across colleges this year 
(24&) fro1 last (41%). Of the respondents indicating they had used these services. 84% of the undergraduates and 
86% of the graduates were satisfied. This did not differ fro• last year. There was a larger variation this year 





COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
---------------------------------------- ------------r----------- ----------- ------------.------------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOT. COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURA[, BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
-;;;;;;;;;------~!«);;--;(:; _I«);;--;;:; _I«);;--~:;- 11:J;;--;;:;- ~~;;--;;:; _11:l;;--;(:;-- -~;;;--;;:;-
. ~l::~"~:fl:: ___ 1-__ : _  ::~: -__ : ___ 7.~: ---_: __ ::~:------4 __::~ 6- --__ : __ ~:~ 8- ----~-- :~~ ~- - ---2~---~:~:-
=~~~~~-~~~~~--- ---=~--~:~= --=~--==~~J---=~--=:~:- --=~---~~:- __ :: __ =~~=- --=~---~~: __ --=~~-~~~~~-





































Satisfied 41 22.8 40 19.3 21 22.3 25 24.5 14 14.3 11 33.3 152 21.3 
Dissatisfien 15 8.3 5 2.4 5 5.3 4 3.9 2 2.0 2 6.1 33 4.6 
Did Not Use 124 68.9 162 78.3 68 72.3 73 71 .6 82 83.7 20 60.6 529 74.1 
~~~~~~-~~~~~ --~I -~;~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~-~~~~ ~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~ -~~:~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 








Tables 22 and 22A show the degree of satisfaction with the Cooperative Education Progra• services. Approxi1ately 
747. of the undergraduate and 87% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services. Of those 
respondents who indicated they had used these services, 82% of the undergraduates and 60% of the graduates were 
satisfied: this varied across colleges with a low of 73% (Business) to a high of 89% Cllducation). It should be 
noted that there were only five respondents from the Graduate College. The percentage of respondents not using 
these services varied differently across colleges fro• last year. For exa•ple, the College of Education used these 
services least last year (84%). but the College of Hu•anities and Fine Arts used the• least this year (81%). The 
nullbers involved are sull in so•e divisions and could affect this. Further analyses (sex by college> revealed 
statistical significance. There was sex by college interaction which appeared to occur at the College of 
Huunities and Fine Arts. There was also a college difference with the School of Business and the College of 
Natural Sciences the cause. The large nullber of non-users could be the cause, however. There was no statistically 




I COLLEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES I 
-----------------r-----------------------1------------ ---------- 1----------·· 1·----------- !------------ ------------i 
I COLLEGE OF COLLEGE I COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE J HUMANITIES OF I SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL I BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TaTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
____ :::::::: _____ ~~~::::~:: :~~:4 .. 0:::-88_~:.:9 :;~:.-~l::~-.~- ~;,;::~i:; :~;;::~~:;: ~;;::~i:;:: -~;;--~:;: :II0.3::6:.01 
Satisfied 41 J3.2 6 
Dissatisfied 15 26.8 5 11. J 5 19.2 4 13.8 2 12.5 2 15.4 33 17 .8 2 40.0 \ 
GRADUATE 
COLLF.GE 
'.;~~:'.~;;~::: _-:~~:·;~:~t~; _: ;; 1 _I_:;;: :1; ;: __ ;; _: ;, ., _: __ ; ;: _; 6: _: ;;:::; ;1:;;;:;~:~: _::::;:;~:;j 
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NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
14 7.8 28 13.5 17 17.9 6 5.9 6 6.1 5 15.2 
1 0.6 1 0.5 4 4.2 1.0 2 2.0 1 3.0 
165 91. 7 179 86.1 74 77. 9 95 93.1 90 91.8 27 81.8 















COLllMN TOTALS J 180 25.1 208 29.1 95 13.3 102 14.2 98 13.7 33 4.6 716 100.0 
-------------- -- ----------- ------------ ------·------ ----------- ----------- ------------- -----------
40 100.0 
Number of missing nbservations ~ 20 
Tables 23 and 23A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Foreign Student Progra services. Approxiaately 
88% of the undergraduate and 83% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services. Since the 
percentage of foreign students on ca.pus is exceeding! y saall, these figures are not unexpected. Of those that 
indicated they had used these services, approxiutely 88% of the undergraduates and 86% of the graduates were 
satisfied. Again, due to the few counts in soae of the cells, an addition or subtraction of a few nuabers within a 
cell would greatly affect the percentage. There appeared to be an increase in satisfaction this year over last 
year, however. 
TABLB 23A 
FORBIGN STUDBNT PROGRAM 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
UNDERGRADUATES I 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES ' 
----------------------------------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------------- -- J 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE I 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCTRNCES SCIENCES J 
CATEGORY ----------- ------------ -----·----- ----------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % I 
------ --- --- -- -- ----------- ------------ ---------- ---- ------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------~ 
SatisfiP.d 14 93.3 28 96.6 17 81.0 6 85.7 6 75.0 5 83.3 76 88.4 6 85.7 I 
Di8satisfiP.d 1 6.7 1 3.4 4 19.0 1 14.3 ?. 25.0 1 16.7 10 11.6 1 14.3 1 
-- .. ··- . - -- - . - . ---· ··-- -- ------ -·-- - ---- ---- --- ------ . . -· . .. """---·--=--: •· ==-=-==--==== .. ====-===,..==- .::=:- ==-========== ===========:, 
r.QL IJMN TOT Al,S 15 17.4 29 33.'7 21 24.4 7 8.1 8 9.3 6 7.0 86 100.0 7 100.0 
---------- -· ----- ----------------------- ---------- ---------·-- ------------ ------------ ------------ ____________ J 
NumhP.r of missing observations= 20 
-37-
TABLB 24 
HTIINIC CULTURAL CHNTHR 
[------·------------------------------·-------------~;~;~;~~~~~;~----------------------------------------- ------------COLLEGES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
·-------------------------------------------------------------------------·Tr·----------- ,------------ -----------
1 
CO£,LEGE OF COf,LEGE COLLEGE OF 
, SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
1 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
; BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
___ ''.:'.::v __ -r~:::::;::_ ~:::::~:: :~:::::;:: :~:::::;.:: :~:::::~:: -~:::::;:::: :~:::::;:: :~:::::;:: 
Satisfied 
1 
12 6. 7 23 11. l 14 14. 7 4 3. 9 6 6 .1 5 15. 2 64 9. 0 4 10. 3 
Dissatisfied 3 1.7 2 1.0 3 3.2 1 1.0 2 2.0 1 3.0 12 1.7 1 2.6 
Did Not Use I 165 91.7 182 87.9 78 82.1 97 95 .1 <JO 91.8 27 81.8 639 89.4 34 87.2 
. . -- -------- - . -r---- . -- .. -.... -··- --··-· -- --- .-- -·------·. -,.-· ... . -----·- -.. - ----. ---· - -= - =====~=== ====-=- ==~= ·====··-== ---=--
:~~~~~--~~~~~: ___ _l_~~--=~~=- -=~~--==~~- .. =~--==~= --=~=---=~~= ---=~--==~~ ··-==---~:~-- --~=~-~~~~~- ----=~-=~~~~-
Number of missing observations= 22 
Tables 24 and 24A show the degree of satisfaction with the Bthnic Cultural Center services. Approxi1ately 89% of 
the undergraduate and 87% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services. Of those 
respondents who indicated they had used these services, approxiaatel y 84% of the undergraduates and 80% of the 
graduates were satisfied. Again. due to the stall nuabers in soae of the cells. an addition or subtraction of a 
few nu1bers in one of those cells would greatly affect the percentage. 
TABLB 24A 
BTHNIC CULTURAL CENTER 
r-------------------------------------------------~;~;;~;~~~~;;;----------------------------------------------------- . 
I COLLEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
r----------------- -----------i------------------------ ----------- .----------- -------------------------1 -----------COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I 
1 SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. 7. NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
r-::::::::::::---- --;;--~:~ ---;:--;::~- --;:--:;::- ---:--~:~- ---:--1::~- ---f--~:1-- ---::--~:!-
t'.~tu~_,0;;,s __ J _'.i:_1::'.t'.i:_:'._: __ :;;_:2'.:;: :_:s_:_i:i: :_:!::'.~:- :::!:_:'.:::: :::'.'.:(~:~: 



































Satisfied 15 8.3 26 12.5 12 12.6 9 8.8 5 5.1 4 12.1 71 9.9 34 85.0 
Dissatisfied 1 0.6 0 0.01 3 3.2 2 2.0 1 1.0 2 6.1 9 1.3 2 5.0 
Did Not Use 164 91.1 182 87.5 80 84 .2 91 89.2 92 93.9 27 81.8 636 88.8 I 4 10.0 
~~~~~~:~~~~~:~:: -:~~::~~~~ :~~~~::~~~~~::~~~~:~~~~~ ~~~~::~~:~:~~~~::~~~i: ::~~:::~~~:: ::~~~:~~~~~] :::~~:~~~:~ 
Nnmher of missing observations= 20 
Tables 25 and 25A su11arize the degree of satisfaction of the Graduate Ad1issions services. Approxi1ately 89% of 
the undergraduate and 10% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services. Of those that 
had, 89% of the undergraduates and 94% of the graduates indicated satisfaction. Co1pared to last year, there were 





UNDERGRADUATES j I 
. COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES I 
--- ---------- ----. ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------.----------- ------------~ 
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1
, AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
I BUSINESS I EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
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98 47.l 47 49 .5 
54 26.0 26 27.4 
56 26.9 27. ?.3.2 
54 52 .9 
19 18. 6 
29 28.4 
50 51. 5 











COLUMN 'rOTAT,S 180 25 .2 208 29.1 95 13.3 102 14 .3 97 13 .6 33 4.6 715 100.0 
------- --------- --- --------L- --------- ----------- ·· -- -- -- ----- ----------- ------------ ------------






5 12 .5 
17 42.5 
40 100.0 
Tables 26 and 26A show the degree of satisfaction with the Health Center services. Approxiutely 27% of the 
undergraduate and 43% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not used these services, this was, overall, a 
3% increase fro• last year. Of those who indicated they had used these services, approxiutely 66% of the 
undergraduates and 78% of the graduates were satisfied. This was approxiaately the sa1e as last year. This varied 
across colleges with a low of 61% fro• the School of Business to a high of 75% fro• Continuing Bducation. The 
range this year was less than last by 5%. Further analyses Ccurriculua by college) revealed a statistically 
significant interaction with teaching •ajors beco1ing •ore satisfied fro1 the Colleges of Natural Sciences and 
Continuing Education, while being less satisfied fro• the other colleges. 
CA'rF.GORY 
TABLB 26A 
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SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION 
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Satisfied 76 61.3 98 64.5 47 64 .4 54 74 .0 50 64.9 18 75.0 343 65.6 
DissatisfiP.d 48 38. 7 I 54 35.5 2fi 35.6 19 26.0 27 35 .1 6 25.0 180 34.4 
-- · --·-- .-. ---·--1-- -- --- -------t' ...... -------- - - - - .- - - · ·- - -- - - - - ·----- - -,--·===--===- · ~-======·==== ========-==·~ 
COLUMN TOT/\1,S 124 23. '/ 152 29.1 73 14 .0 T.l J 4 .0 77 14. 7 24 4. 6 57.3 100 .0 
-------------- -- ------------ ------------------- ---- -··· ----·---------------- --------------------- -··---
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36 20.1 
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179 25.3 206 29.l 94 13.3 102 14.4 96 13.6 31 4.4 
















Tables 27 and 27A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Health Aide Progra1 services; a part of the Health 
Center Services. Approxi1ately 74% of the undergraduate and 90% of the graduate respondents indicated they had not 
used these services. Of those that had, 89% of the undergraduates and 100% of the graduates were satisfied. These 
results were approxi1ately the saae as last year. The s1all nu1bers in soae of the cells could cause errors in 
interpretation, however. Approxi1ately 4% of the respondents chose not to reply to this ite1. 
TABLH 27A 
HEALTH AIDH PROGRAM CRHSIDHNCH HALl,S) 
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4 100 .0 
0 0.0 
COLUMN TOTALS 40 21.4 65 34.8 24 12.8 23 12.3 26 13. 9 9 4.8 187 100.0 l 4 100 .0 
_________________ L __________ ----------- ------------ ----------- --------- - - ------------- ----------- - --------- -
Number of missing observations= 28 
-41-
TABLB 28 
COMPRBHl!NSIVB BXAMINATIONS POR GRADUATB STUDENTS 
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! UNDERGRADUATES 
: COLLEGES / SCHOOl,S 
!------------------r-----------------------------------T---------- ------------ ------------ -------------
! I COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
II ' SCHOOL COLT,EGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
' I OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TafAL 
I i BUSINRSS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
I CATEGORY I ----------- -- - --- - ---- - ------- - -- ----- -- ---- ------------ ------------ -------------






1-- ------- ---------L----------- ----------- --- ----- -- - ---------- ---· --------- ------------ -------------
!VERY SATJSFlED ! 4 2.2 4 2.0 3 3.2 2 2.0 3 3.2 0 0.0 16 2.3 5 11.4 
!SATISFIED 
1 
33 18.4 76 37.8 20 ?.1.5 12 12.2 17 17.9 10 34.5 168 24.2 29 65.9J 
lfDrssATISFIED I 5 2.8 6 3.o 4 4.3 4 4.1 4 4.2 o o.o 23 3.3 4 9.1 
ERY DISSATISFIED i 6 3.4 2 1.0 1 1.1 3 3.1 3 3.2 0 0.0 15 2.2 2 4.5 
ID NOT APPLY 1 17.9 72.9 113 56.2 65 69.9 77 78.6 68 71.6 19 65.5 471 68.0 4 9.1 
- --------- - - --- - -~ .--- ---. - - ---- - --- -- - -- - -- --- - -- - - -- =- ----- ------ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ----- ·===:-:=======""'= - ==:::===""'===-
·-=~~~~~-=~~~:- ___ l_=~~--==~: ___ :~=--:~~~----==~-~=~~- --~~--~~~=----==--==~~- __ :=---~~=- --~==-=~~~~-- __ 44_100.o_l 
Number of missing observations= 37 
Tables 28 and 28A suuarize the degree of satisfaction with Coaprehensive Exaainations for graduate student 
services. It is noted that this itea had five responses instead of three: I-very satisfied, 2-satisfied. 3-
dissatisfied, 4-very dissatisfied, and 5-did not apply. This resulted fro• the itea being froa Part I on the 
answer sheet. Approxiaately 68% of the undergraduate and 9% of the graduate respondents indicated that this would 
not apply to the11. It is difficult to deteraine why undergraduates would have aarked their degree of satisfaction 
to this ite11 unless they did not read it carefully. However, approxiutely the saae percentage was obtained one 
year ago. Of those graduate respondents that indicated this itea did apply to thea; 85% of the graduates were 
satisfied, 15% were dissatisfied: also, 13% were very satisfied with 5% very dissatisfied. Last year, there were 
no respondents very dissatisfied and fewer very satisfied. The saall nuabers in soae of the cells could cause the 
great variation. Approxiaately 5% of the respondents chose not to apply to this itea. 
TABLB 28A 
COMPRHHl!NSIVH HXAMINATIONS POR GRADUATB STUDHNTS 
UNDERGRADUATES I 
---------.. ---------------- --- ----------------_'.~'.'.~GEs_i_sc~~::_ ----------- ---------- -------------- --GRADUATE -l 
COLLEGE OF COI,LEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
I OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TafAL 
[ ____ '.A'.'.~:: _____ . ~U::~~::: ~~~:!~::: ~::~:;::: ~:::~~'.: :~:~i::  ~:::::~:::: :~:::::;::: 
IERY SATISFIED 4 8.3 4 4.5 3 10.7 2 9.5 3 11.1 0 0.0 16 7.2 ATTSFIED 33 68.8 76 86.4 20 71.4 12 57.1 17 63.0 10 100.0 168 75.7 ISSATISFIF.D 5 10.4 6 6.8 4 14.3 4 19 .0 4 14.8 0 0.0 23 10 .4 
WERY DISSATISFIED I 6 12.5 2 2.3 1 3.6 3 14.3 3 11.1 0 0.0 15 6.8 
~----·---------- --~----------- . ----- ----- -- ---- .-----·-. . --------. . --.------... -----------1-------.-------
lCOI,IJMN TaI'ALS I 48 21 .6 88 39.6 28. 17..6 7.1 9.5 27 12.2 10 4.5 222 100.0 __ ____ ___ ________ L ___________ -------- --- ------ ----- -- ---·-- ---- ----------- ------------ ------------













CANDIDACY PROCEDIJRBS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------1 
UNDERGRADUATES , 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
CATRGORY 


























NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
1 0.6 3 1. 6 1.1 1 1.1 1 1.0 0 0.0 
22 12.5 55 28.8 15 17 .2 14 15.9 13 13.5 5 17.9 
4 2.3 5 2.6 3 3.4 1 1.1 1 1.0 1 3.6 
2 1.1 6 3.1 1.1 0 0.0 3 3.1 0 0.0 
147 83.5 122 63.9 67 77.0 72 81.8 74 77 .1 22 78.6 
176 26.6 191 28.9 87 13.1 88 13.3 92 13.9 28 4.2 
Nt1R1ber of missing observations~ 67 
ROW 
TOTAL 
NO . % 
7 1.1 















Tables 29 and 29A su11arize the degree of satisfaction of the respondents to the Candidacy Procedures for graduate 
students. It is noted again that this procedure (activity> has five responses having the sa1e weighting as for the 
previous table. This resulted fro1 the ite1 being fro• Part I on the answer sheet. Again, since it is difficult 
to interpret how undergraduates could be affected by this, the undergraduate data was ignored. Again, about the 
sa1e percentage of students this year fro1 last indicated that they did not 1ake use of these procedures (76%). Of 
those that were counted, na1ely the graduate respondents, 18% were very satisfied, 73% were satisfied, 4% 
dissatisfied with 4% very dissatisfied. This was equivalent across tables since no respondent indicated that this 
did not apply. There was an increase in the percentage of responses in the Very Satisfied Category (fro• 9.5% to 
17.8%) and a decrease in the Dissatisfied Category of 10%. Approxi1ately 9% of the respondents chose not to 
respond to this ite1. 
TABLI! 29A 
CANDIDACY PROCEDURES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES I SCHOOLS 
- . ------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ------------
COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES 
OF OF AND FINE 













CATEGORY - - ----- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ------------
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
-- ---- ----------- ----------- ----------------------- --·----------- ------------
VERY SATISFIF.D 1 3.4 3 4.3 5.0 6.3 5.6 0 0.0 1 4.4 
SATISFIED 22 75.9 55 79.7 ]5 75.0 14 87.5 13 72.2 5 83.3 124 78.5 
DISSATISFIED 4 13.8 5 7.2 3 15.0 l 6.3 1 5.6 1 16. 7 15 9.5 
VF.RY DISSATISFJRO 2 6.9 6 8. 7 1 5.0 0 0.0 3 16. 7 0 0.0 12 7.6 
- -- --- ---- --------- ~-!"'"'===-..-=== ~=~.,,.======- -- --- --- - ----------- -----·-- - -- -- ... ::::.-:. ---·==!:"===== ============ 
COLUMN TOTALS 29 18.4 69 43.7 20 12.7 ]6 JO.] 18 11.4 6 3.8 158 100.0 
-- - ---------- ----------------------- ------------ ---------- ------------- ------------












C. THI! ACADEMIC ENVIRONMHNT AT UNI 
I. SATISFACTION WITH THE UNIVBRSITY OP NORTHBRN IOWA ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT 
The response weighting used for the further statistical_ anal~se~ in this section was: 
1-Very Satisfied. 2-Satisfied. 3-Dissatisfied. 4-Very D1ssat1sf1ed. 5-Does Not Apply. 
TABLE 1 
OVERALL QUALITY OP TEACHING 
,-----------··--- -------------------------------------~~;;~;;~~;~;~-----------------------------------------,,----------1 
COLLEGES / SCHOOLS I GRADUATES I ~ 
----------------- ·--- ---------- -----------i----------- -----------
1
----------- -------------r------------- ----------i 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I ,
1 SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SO:IAL & CONTINUING I ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE t 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES I 
CATEGORY ---------- ----------- -----··----- ----------- ----------- -------------~------------- ----------~ 
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % : NO. % NO. % j 




DJSSATTSFIED 7 3.9 5 2.4 2 2.0 6 5.9 4 4.0 1 3.1 25 3.4 I I O 0.0 
VERY DISSATISFIED 1 0.6 0 0.0 3 3.0 l 1.0 2 2.0 0 0.0 I 7 1.0 1' I O 0.0 I 
DOES NOT APPf,Y O 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 ~ 0 0.0 ; 0 O.o
1 • ::~;,~ ::~,;,; __ : : C-'.~~::~s:~ :_2'.2:_ ,,:; __ '.oo __ ,;:~ 1_ ::01:: :~::_: __ ::::'.;:~_ :::~;--x~:-c-;,;:'.~~:~:ll::~;-~~:;  
NumhP.r of missing observations= 4 
Tables 1 and IA su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Overall Quality of Teaching at UNI. It can be seen 
that no respondent indicated that this did not apply Csa1e as last year). Approxi1ately 13% of the undergraduate 
and 33% of the graduate respondents indicated they were very satisfied. Only 20% fro• the Graduate College 
indicated they were very satisfied last year. This varied across colleges fro• a high of 16% fro• the School of 
Business and the College of Natural Sciences to a low of 8% fro1 the College of Social & Behavioral Sciences. 
Approxi1ately 83% of the undergraduates and 67% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied. There was a 
statistically significant interaction Csex by college) with 1ales aore satisfied fro• the School of Business and 
the College of Education and the fe1ales aore satisfied fro• the Colleges of Natural Sciences and Social & 
Behavioral Sciences. There were no statistically significant results last year. 
TABLB lA 
OVERALL QUALITY OP TEACHING 
-----------··----------------------------------------~;;~;;~~~~;~----------------------------------------~ -----------1 
COI.I,EGES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
--------------------~-·-···------- ----------1------------ ------------------------------------------------- -----------
/ I 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE . HUMANITIES OF SO:IAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF / AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
ROSINESS EDUCATION I ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ----------t----------- ------------ ---------- ------------- ------------ -----------
-;;;;-;;;;;;; ;- ---~;;--;i: ;- ~;; ;;: ;f o ;;-;; :; -~;;--;; :;- ~ ;---;:; _'«\-;; :;-- -~~;;--;;:;- -~;;--;;:; 
SATISFIED 144 79.6 181 85.41 84 84.0 78 77.2 85 85.9 27 84.4 599 82.6 30 66.7 l 01SS~JSFJRD 7 3.9 5 1.41 I 2.0 6 5.9 4 4.0 I 3.1 l 25 3.4 0 0.0 
I -;:~:;: 1 ::::.:m" _ ·;;'. ,.;: : ·;; :--;: : j- ;~ --; : :.-; 0: -;: : • ·-;:- -;: : ···;:---: :-- .. ;;; '"": ~ _ ---;;---;i 
------ -------------- ------------~----------~------------------------ ------------------------ ------------ ------------
Number of missing observations= 4 
.. 
TABLE 2 
COURSES IN MAJOR DBPARTMKNT 
---- - - -- ------ . I - ---- -~ 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COf,LEGES I SCHOOLS I GRADUATES J 
------------ --------- -:~~~:-1-::~~i:~-1-~~1~r~1 --~~:-1-~~~;~: --~;~i~-r--~:-----~ ~-~;;~;:- i 
____ _ '.'.T'.GORY _______ ;;;:----;--1~;;;:----;--1-;;;:----;-- 1;~:----;-- -;;;:----;-- -;~:----;----r-;;;:----;---~-;;;:--::~::: 
VERY SATISFIED 54 29.8 ! 39 18.4 1 30 30.0 21 20 .8 14 14 .1 3 9.4 I 161 22 .2 1 2] 46 .7 j 
SATISFIED 111 61.3 ! 161 75.9 I 60 60.0 69 68.3 64 64.6 28 87. 5 493 68 .0 20 44 .4 , 
DISSATISFIED 14 7.7 1! 10 4.7 1 8 8.0 7 6.9 17 17 .2 1 3.1 57 7.9 4 8.9 , 
VERY DISSATISFIED i 2 1.1 1 2 0.9 1 7. 2.0 4 4.0 4 4.0 0 0.0 14 1. 9 0 0. 0 1 
-~::.~~:::y _____ r_1s: __ 2:::1 __ 21: __ 2:::J __ i~ __ 1::: ___ 10: __ 1::: __ -;:·_1:::j-· -;: ___ ::i--l_-;;;-;~:~_J ___ -;;:;~:~: 
Nu~bP.r of missing observations· 4 
Tables 2 and 2A show the degree of satisfaction with the Courses offered in the respondent 's 1ajor depart1ent. It 
can be seen that 07. of the respondents chose DOES NOT APPLY. Approxi1ately 227. of the undergraduate respondents 
and 477. of the graduate respondents were very satisfied: this varied across colleges with a high of 307. fro, the 
College of Huunities and Fine Arts to a low of 97. from Continuing Education. Sixty-eight percent of the 
undP.rgraduates and 44% of the graduates indicated that they were satisfied, with 87. of the undergraduates and 9% of 
the gradu.1t.es indicating they were dissatisfied. Further analyses (sex by colleges) indicated a statistically 
significant difference between colleges and as well as an interaction. It appears that the 1ales fro1 the School 
of Business and the College of Education were 1ore satisfied with the fe1ales 1ore satisfied fro1 the Colleges of 
Natural Sciences and Social & Behavioral Sciences. The respondents fro1 the College of Education appeared to cause 
the significant college difference. There were no statistically significant differences last year. 
TABLB 2A 
COURSES IN MAJOR DEPARTMENT 
, -------------·---- ----------------------------------- -- -----------------------------------------------------r~-----------i 
I UNDERGRADUATES · I 
1 
COLLEGES / SCHOOLS f GRADUATES 
-- ------------------ ---------- -----------,------------------------------------~------------ ------------ -----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL I COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES I 
CATEGORY ---------- ----------- -- ---------- ----- -- -- -- ---------- -- ------------ ------ ------- , -----------
NO. 7. NO. 7. NO. 7. NO. 7. NO. % NO. 7. NO. % ~ NO. 7. 
VERY SATISFIED 54 29 .R 39 18.4 30 30.0 21 20.8 14 14 .1 3 9.4 161 22 .2 I 21 46. 7 
SATISFIED 111 61.3 161 75.9 60 60.0 69 68.3 64 64.6 28 87.5 493 68 .0 I 20 44. 4 
DISSAT1SF1ED 14 7.7 10 4.7 8 8.0 7 6.9 17 17 .2 1 3.1 57 7.9 4 8.9 
VERY DISSATISFIED 2 1.1 2 0.9 2 2.0 4 4.0 4 4.0 0 0.0 14 1.9 0 0.0 
- . ~--~- -~~-----. --r=~ - . ====-~=-- - -- ~ - ~ ~----. - ·--~= - --=. - - - - = - ~~=== -====¥. -==== -====== ====- ===- -= - ·===-=·-·· - . -l COf,llMN TOTAl,S 1 181 25.0 212 29 .2 100 D.8 101 13 . 9 99 13 . 7 32 4.4 725 100 45 100 . 
------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ------------L---- ------- -~-------- -- -J 
Numoor of missing observations= 4 
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TABLE 3 
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES 
----------------------------------------------··-----------------------------------------------------------rr-----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES I I 
------------------- ------------------------r;,~;,;,;,::l,::ES ;~;,::LS i ;;;;,;;-~;-r-------------r-
1 
__________ : __ GRADUATES 
1 
SCHOOT, COl,LEGE , HUMANITIES OF i SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE I 
OF OF I AND FINE NATURAL : BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE I 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIRNCES ! SCIENCES 
r:ATEGORY - ··- ---- --- - ----- -- · -- -- --- --- - ·· -- - - --- ·· - --- --t-------:- -- ------------------------·r-----------i 
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % I NO . % NO. % NO. % I NO. % : 
-------------------- ----------------------- -- -- -- ----- -----------~----------- -------------,----------- -----------i 
I 
VF.RY SAT!SFIF.D f 6 3.3 4 1.9 0 0.0 6 6.1 ! 9 9.1 1 3.1 26 3.6 2 4.7 1 
SATISFIED I 119 66.l 125 59.5 65 65.0 61 64.6 ' 58 58.6 21 65.6 452 62.8 ' 19 44.2 1 
DISSATISFIED 35 19.4 51 24.3 I 26 ?,6,0 18 18.7. 17 17.2 6 18.8 153 21.3 11 0 0.0 1 
VERY DISSATISFIED 7 3.9 6 2.9 4 4.0 3 3.0 3 3.0 3 9.4 26 3.6 j' 1 2.3 1 
_ ;;:~;;;; : __ -- _l _1; __ 2; ;; ___ 2:; __ ;; • :__ [_ '~--_1:. :_ . .. 9: : _  1:.: _ [__ :: __ ::.: . . _ ;(----: :\--1-;(~ _ 1~.: _ .I ___ :b~:;i 
NumbP.r of missing observations~ 11 
Tables 3 and 3A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the General Education Courses. Approxi1ately 9% of the 
undergraduate and 49% of the graduate respondents indicated this did not apply to the1. Of those that indicated it 
did apply. approxiaately 4% of the undergraduates and 9% of the graduates indicated they were very satisfied. 
Approxi1utely 69% of the undergraduates and 86% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied with their general 
education courses. Approxi1ately 23% of the undergraduates and 0% of the graduates indicated they were 
dissatisfied. Approxi1ately 77% of the graduate respondents indicated satisfaction last year co1pared to 96% this 






GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COl,LEGES / SCHOOLS 












NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
VERY SATISFIED 6 3.6 4 2.2 
SATISFIED 119 71.3 125 67.2 
DISSATISFIED 35 21.0 51 27.4 





6 6.6 9 10.3 
64 70.3 58 66.7 
18 19.8 17 19.5 





COLUMN TOTALS 167 25 .4 186 28.3 95 14.5 91 13.9 87 13.2 31 4.7 













NO . % 
2 9.1 






TRACHBR RDUCATION COURSRS 
r------------------------------- ------------- -----;~~~R~~~~:--------------------------------------ir--~:::T::1 
-------------------- --SC~L--~-COl,~~,---:i::::;~~:- -:::~:---r:I~~~R~-r-~~:~;:G-- r-,~L-----11--~:1~:E-1 
CATEOORY _ RUSJNESS - '_EOOCATION __ f ___ ms ____ -SC!ROCEs __ ~_ scJENCES -l------ ------' -----------lt' -----------~ 
r--~~s::::SFIRO·---- N0:!--1~:: -~~--:;:~-[ N03;--,;::- NO::--,;:~-r NO::--,;:!- NO-:--,;:: __ _ ~~--3:::-l11 _N0.:--:;::1 
I DISSATISFIED 7 4.0 1 15 7.3 18 18.8 8 8.3 7 7.4 2 6.5 I 57 8.1 2 5.0 1 
'.:::~::::::"":: :::'.-i '.j -2~: -- ,: :1 :::: : -: : :: : t:::'.:: :::J --:t _s: : -l f ;~:! lf-tf 1: 
Number of missing observations ~ 33 
Table 4 and 4A su11arize the degree of satisfaction for the Teacher Education Courses . Approxiaately 48% 
of the undergraduate and 58% of the graduate respondents indicated that this did not apply to the1 . This 
varied across colleges, as one aight expect. with a low of 3% fro• the College of Educat ion to a high of 
80% from the School of Business. Of those that said this did apply. 13% of the undergraduates and 29% of 
the graduates indicated they were very satisfied with these courses: this represented a decrease of 
approximately 7% fro• last year for the undergraduate majors. Approxiaately 68% of the undergraduates and 
53% of the graduates indicated that they were satisfied with their teacher education courses. This was 
approxiaately the saae as last year. Approxiaately 20% of the undergraduates and 18% of the graduates 
indicated that they were dissatisfied to very dissatisfied, an increase of about 7%. It aay be recall ed 
fro• Section I, that approximately 40% of the total respondents indicated they were on a teaching 
curriculu11. Approxiaately 51% i1plied they were fuiliar with Teacher Hducation courses, however. This 
increase 1ay be due to changes in curriculu1. Further analyses (sex by college) revealed a statistically 
significant interaction effect. The feaale respondents indicated 1ore satisfaction froit the Colleges of 
Natural Sciences and Social & Behavioral Sciences. while the 1ales were aore satisfied with the others . 
The large n111ber responding "DOHS NOT APPLY" might have caused this, however. Approxhately 4% of the 
respondents chose not to reply to this itea. 
TABLE 4A 
THACHER EDUCATION COURSRS 
: -------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ r-----------, 
I UNDERGRADUATES I . I 
l COLLEGES I SCHOOLS / GRADUATES 1---- ------------1 ------ -- -------------- -~]:;.;;-~;---;~;;,;.;;---;~;;;;;-~;- ------ ---,------- ----- r----------1 
1
1 i SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCI AL & CONTINUING ROW I GRADUATE I 
1 
/ OF m· AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL I COLLEGE 
. CATEOORY f i~s'. NE~S - :'.~~= I :N -;~ :~:s; -N: IEOC:S - ~c 1 ENC:.S -- NO. ----%--- --NO. ----!- - f-NO ----7. -
,·--------------------~-- --------- ------- --- ----------- ------------ ----------- ----------- ------------- -----------
VERY SATISFIED , 3 8.6 33 16.6 3 5. 4 2 6.3 5 15.6 1 7.7 47 12.8 5 29.4 1 
SATISFIED I 24 68.6 148 74 .4 32 57.] 19 59.4 16 50.0 9 69.2 248 67.6 9 52 .9 1 
DISSATISFIED 7 20.0 15 7.51 18 32.1 8 ?.5. 0 7 21.9 2 15 .4 57 15.5 2 11 .8 I 
t_ ::::~I ::::.:Fl:o+_-,; _  -:( "-I;:_ s'. '.t_ ,: __ '.;;: -_,: __ ::: _ ,; _ l:; -;;-- ;:; __,;: :~ l __ 1'._ :~1 
Nnmber of missing observat ions ~ 33 
-0-
VF.RY 
Tables 5 and 5A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with Participation in Major Deparhent Activities. 
ApproKiaately HX of the undergraduate and 317. of graduate respondents indicated this did not apply to 
the1. Of those that indicated it did apply, approKiutely 13% of the undergraduates and 28% of the 
graduates were very satisfied. SiKty-eight percent of the undergraduates and 69% of the graduates 
indicated they were satisfied. Appro1ti1ately 17% of the undergraduates and 7% of the graduates indicated 
they were dissatisfied with these activities. Further analyses (seK by college> revealed a statistically 
significant interaction effect with "crossovers" at the Colleges of Bducation and Social & Behavioral 
Sciences. 




PARTICIPATION IN MAJOR DBPARTMENT ACTIVITIBS 
UNDERGRADUATES 




COLLEGE OF CO!,LEGF. 
COl,LEGE HUMANITIES OF 
OF AND FINE NATURAL 
F.Ollr.ATION ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF 
SOCIAL & CONTINUING 
BEHAVIORM, EDUCATION 
SCIENCES 
NO. i. NO. % NO. % NO. i. NO. % NO. i. 
17 10.5 17 9.4 22 ?.4.7 13 16.5 10 17. .8 1 4.0 
ROW 
TOTAL 




SATISFIED 116 71. 6 134 74.0 50 56.7. 46 58 .2 50 64 .1 19 76.0 415 67 .6 
NO. i. 
8 27 .6 
20 69 .0 
0 0.0 
1 3.4 
OISSATISFJEO 7.5 15.4 27 14. 9 15 16 .9 16 7.0.3 15 19.2 4 16.0 102 16.6 
VF.RY OTSSATISFIF.O 4 2.5 3 l. 7 7. ?..?. 4 5. 1 3 3.8 1 4.0 17 2.8 
------ -- ---·--------- - - --- - . -- -II:' ::,c.,.....,, __ -- ·- ·- - -- ---- -- - ·-·--·- ·-·--- ·-·. ·-· ---- - -·----- . - .. - ":== . ,,.. ·- . ====::-: :-,~~,-=-==-===== 
CnT,IIMN TOTAl,S 162 26.4 181 29 .S R9 14 .S n 1?.. 9 78 12.7 25 4.1 614 100 29 JOO 





OVERALL EDUCATION AT UNI 
r- --------------------------------------·---- ---------- ·--------------------------------------------------- l-----------1 
I UNDERGRADUATES I : ~,~ 1 ~~ 
r· . .. . . . . . . . .. . . r SCHOOL . . . r· COl,LEGE · 1 :;::,~:1·· COi~~... co;~i ~F .. COIITINUil!l. . .. Rf!,/... . .. 1--GRADU,rn 
I I OF I OF . ANO FJNR NATURAL BEHAVIORAi, EDUCATION TOTAL I COLLEGE 
j I BUSINESS I _EDUCATION I ARTS SCIF.NCES SCIENCES I 
I CATEGORY I -----------L---------- J--------··--J--··--------- ---------·· ------------- ------------ +-----------l ______ ______________ I_ No. ___ _ r. __ J NO. ___ _ r. __ _ NO . ____ % ____ No . ____ % ___ NO . ____ % ___ NO . ____ % _____ NO. ____ r. ___ L NO. ____ : __ 
'. VERY SATISFTF.O 40 22 .2 j 46 21.8 19 19 .0 17 16 .8 21 21.2 5 15.6 148 20.5 I 16 35.6 
I SATISFIED 134 74 .4 163 77 .3 77 77 .0 80 79 .2 74 74 . 7 26 81.3 I 554 76.6 1 29 64.4 
, DISSATISFIED j 4 2.2 2 0.9 · 3 3.0 3 3. 0 2 2.0 0 0.0 14 1. 9 I O 0.0 
: VERY DISSATISFIED 2 1.1 0 0.0 1 l.O l 1. 0 1 1.0 1 3.1 l 6 0. 8 I O 0.0 
: DOES NOT APP!,Y I O 0.0 0 0. 0 . 0 0.0 0 0. 0 l 1.0 0 0.0 l 0.1 0 0.0 
~- ---. ---- .. - . - - -- - --~- - ... - . - . - - - --- ---=- - - - -,,----. -- - ·-- - --- . --·----- - ·- -- ----- -·- -· - -- ---- -- - --- ---- - --- . --- +-----==~=== 
l cor.nHN TOTALS 1 180 24.9 211 29_2 I 100 l3 .8 101 14 .o 99 1:u 32 4.4 l 123 100 .0 45 100.oJ 
; ____ __ _________ ___ __ L _____ ______ ------- --- ~---- ------ ----- ------- -- - -- ----- ------------- ------------ '--------- --
Number of missing observations = 6 
Tables 6 and 6A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the respondent 's Overall Education at UNI . Por 
practical purposes. no respondents 1arked the category DOKS NOT APPLY. In Table 6A, approximately 21% of 
the undergraduates and 36% of the graduates indicated they were very satisfied with their overall education 
at UNI. This varied with 16% being the lowest and 22% the highest. Approxi1ately 77% of the 
undergraduates and 64% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied. This varied fro• 74% to a high of 
81%. There appeared to be less variation across colleges this year co1pared with last year. There was 
little overall change fro• last year. however. 
TABLE 6A 
OVHRALL BDUCATION AT UNI 








: COLLEGE OF COLJ,EGE I COLLEGE OF I 
HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION ! TOTAL 
GRADUATE 
COLLRGE 
ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
NO. % 
I
! NO. i. NO. % NO . % NO. i. NO. % NO . % NO. % 
VF.RY SATISFIED 40 22 .2 46 21 .8 19 19.0 17 16.8 21 21 .4 5 15.6 148 20.5 16 35.6 
---------- ---------- ----------i~------- ---------------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------
SATISFIED 134 74-.4 163 77 .3 77 77.0 80 79.2 74 75. 5 26 81.3 554 76. 7 29 64.4 
1 DISSATISFIED 4 2.?. I 2 0. 9 3 3. 0 3 3. 0 2 2. 0 0 0. 0 14 1.9 0 0.0 I 
[_::,;;,;:r: ___ 1;_)jb{);_))} .'.~;-);: __ :;_)): :i _ Vi ___ :'.L_;;: -:::1:: :;1 
NumbPr of missinq observations: 6 
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TABLE 7 
RELATIONSHIP OF COURSES TO CAREER 
r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------1 
[----------- ----- --- ----------- ----------- ;,~;;;::~~~:;~:~~!>_;,~;;;;;;-~;- ------------------------ ___ GRADUATES] 
I 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE j 
I OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE II 
I BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ----------- ------- ---- -- ------ --- ---------------- ------- ------------ ------------ ------------1 
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
r-------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------
!
. VERY SATISFIF.D 41 22.9 40 19.l I 21 ?.l.2 JO 9.9 16 16.3 1 3.1 129 18.0 25 55.6 1 
SATISFIED 116 64.8 155 74.2 66 66.7 66 65.3 60 61.7. 29 90.6 492 68.5 17 37 .8 
DISSATISFIED 17 9.5 11 5.3 9 9.1 7.0 19.8 17 17.3 2 6.3 76 10.6 3 6.7 
I VERY DISSATISFTF.D 2 1.1 3 1.1 r· ?. 2.0 2 2.0 3 3.1 o o.o 12 1.1 o o.o j 
1 DORS NOT APPT,Y 3 1. 7 0 0.0 1 1.0 3 3.0 2 2.0 0 0.0 9 1.3 0 0.0 I 
!--~~;:~;~ T<~~r:~ - --- -~;;--;~~;-· -;~;--;~. ~- . -~;--13 _;---10;· --1 ~~ r-~~--1;: 6. ==;;~=~~~~== =;~;=~~~~~= ----;~-i~-.~1 
. ________________ ____ L __________________ _____ L ___________ _ _ _ _____ ___ J -------- ----------- ----- ------------'~-----------j 
N11R1ber of missing observations = 1?. 
Tables 7 and 7A su11arize the feelings concerning the Relationship of Courses to Career. This table shows 
that only 1% of the undergraduate and 0% of the graduate respondents indicated this did not apply to the1. 
Of those that did indicate this ite1 applied to the1, approxi1ately 18% of the undergraduates and 38% of 
the graduates were very satisfied. This ranged across colleges fro1 a low of 3% to a high of 23% in the 
School of Business. Approxi1ately 69% of the undergraduates and 38% of the graduates indicated they were 
satisfied. Only 11% of the undergraduates and 7% of the graduates indicated they were dissatisfied. There 
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NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO . % NO. % 
41 23.3 40 19 .1 21 ?.1.1 10 10.2 16 16.7 1 3.1 
116 65.9 155 '/4.2 66 67.3 66 67.3 60 62 .5 29 90.6 
17 9.7 11 5.3 
2 1.1 3 1.1 
9 9.2 20 7.0.4 17 17 .7 
7. 7..0 7. 7..0 3 3.1 
2 6.3 
0 0.0 
176 24.8 209 7.9.5 9R 13 .R 98 13.8 96 13.5 32 4.5 




492 69 .4 
76 10. 7 




















COLLEGE OF CO!,LEGE 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF 
OF AND FINE NATURAL 
EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF 







--------------------~~~---·-=--- ~~ -- --=---- ~~~----: ___ ~~~- ·--=--- ~~-: ____ : ___ ~~~----=-----~~~----=--- --~~~----=--~ 
VERY SATISFIED 25 13.9 14 6.'/ 8 8.0 6 5.9 9 9.2 3 9.7 65 9.1 8 18.2
1 
SATISFIED 137 76 .1 181 87 .0 70 70 .0 79 78 .2 75 76.5 26 83.9 568 79.1 33 75.0 
DISSATISFIED 14 7.8 12 5.8 16 16.0 14 13.9 12 12.2 1 3.2 69 9.6 3 6.8
1 VERY DISSATISFIED 4 2.2 0 0.0 4 4.0 ?. 2.0 ?. 2.0 0 0.0 12 1.7 0 0.0 1 
DOES NOT APPLY O O. 0 1 0. 5 f 7. 7. . 0 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 1 3. 2 4 0. 6 0 0. 0 1 
•..... - -- - .. -- ----- --........ . ---- .... ---- - --- -----·· .•... - - ... - - ·. __ ... ---...... --· .... ------- .. - -~----- -- .------ - ----- .. - ·-·--·- ........ -------- ---- --------~ 
COT,UMN TOTAT,S 180 25.1 208 29 .0 100 13.9 101 14.1 J 98 JJ.6 31 4.3 718 100.0 44 100.0 : 
L _________ ____ _ . --- - - -- ---- ____ _ ._ __ ______ ___ L _______ ---- -- -- ---____ L_ --- -- .. --- ------------ ------------~------------~ 
Number of missing observations ~ 12 
Tables 8 and 8A suHarize the degree of satisfaction with the Intellectual Level of Students at UNI. 
Approxiaately Ii. of the undergraduate and 0% of the graduate respondents indicated this did not apply to 
the1. Of those that said this ite1 did apply to thea. approxi1ately 9% of the undergraduates and 18% of 
the graduates were very satisfied with the intellectual level. Approxi1ately 807. of the undergraduates and 
75% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied with the range across colleges froa a low of 71% to a 
high of 87%. Ten percent of the undergraduates and 7% of the graduates indicated they were dissat isfied, 
with a range of 37.. The graduate degree 1ajors appeared to be aore satisfied this year than last year, 
with the "very satisfied" category having the greatest change (8%). overall, there appeared to be little 
change fro• last year. 
TABLE 8A 
INTBLLBCTUAL LRVI!L OP STUDENTS 
-------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------, 
I UNDERGRADUATES / 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
' ,.. 'T • 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOOL COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL 
BUSINESS EDUCATlON ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
GRADUATE 
COLLEGE 
CATEGORY ------------ ------ ----------------- ------·---~ ------------ ------------ ----------- ------------
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
---- ---------------- ----------- ---------- ------- ----- ---------~ ------------ ------------------------
VERY SATISFIED 25 13.9 14 6.8 8 8.2 6 5.9 9 9.2 3 10.0 65 9.1 8 18.2 
SATISFIED 137 76.1 181 87.4 70 71 .4 79 78.~ 75 76. 5 26 86 .7 568 79. 6 33 75.0 
DISSATISFIED 14 7.8 12 5.8 16 16 .3 14 13 .9 12 12.2 1 3.3 69 9.7 3 6.8 
VERY DISSATISFIED 4 2.2 0 0.0 4 4.1 2 2.0 2 2.0 0 0.0 12 1. 7 0 0.0 
__ :nL~ :'.~'.'.:::_:_ :'.~ __ '.s:'._ :!!!_:::A ___ ~_:'.:::: 10'._:'.1:1_:_::~::13::: ::~_::!:!: __ :1;!:::(~1_::::!1:::'.!o_ 
Numher of missing observations: 12 
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TABLB 9 
PAIRNBSS OP GRADING 
,--- -·---------· ----- ------------------------------:~~~~:~~~~~~t~::---------------------------------------~--~:::::::: 
1-------------------- ---SCHOOi,--- -COLLEGE-- -~~;:::,~i--COJ~:GE ___ rc~:::-~F --CONTINUIJJG- ---ROW-------,--GRADUATE-
1 OF OF AND FINE · NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY 
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
1--------------------- ----------- -------------- -------- ------------ ------- --- ------------- ------------- -----------
! VERY SATISFIED 12 6.7 14 6.7 2 2.0 5 5.0 8 8.1 0 0.0 41 5.7 8 17.8 
, SATISFIED 143 79.9 181 86.2 87 87 .0 85 85.0 83 83 .8 27 87 .1 606 84.3 35 77.8 
j DISSATISFIED 21 11.7 12 5.7 10 10.0 9 9.0 7 7.1 4 12.9 63 8.8 1 2.2 
~ ::~1ff ED h:-2~ ~r-;;~ 2: ::t_, ~ _  ,: ~ _, ~ __ ;n t--,: _ ,n ;~ --~ ~ r ;; i ;Li----;~-;1~11 
Numbr.r of missing observations - 10 
Tahles 9 and 9A summarize the degree of satisfaction with the Fairness of Grading at UNI. For practical 
purposes. no respondent indicated this did not apply. Seven percent of the undergraduates and 19% of the 
graduates indicated that they were very satisfied; approxiutely the sae as last year. Eighty-four 
percr.nt of the undergraduates and 78% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied; again. little change 
fro• last year. Only approxi1ately 10% of the undergraduates indicated dissatisfaction. 
TABLB 9A 
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CATF.GORY ---------- ----------- --- -------- ----------- -------- ---· - ------------ -- --
NO. % NO. i. NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO. % 
--------------·---. -- ----------- ------ ----- ------ ----- ----· ----- - - ------------ ------------ ------------
VERY SATISFIF.D 12 6.7 14 6. '/ 2 2.0 5 5.0 8 8.1 0 0.0 41 5.7 
SATISFIED 143 80.3 181 f\6.2 87 87.0 85 85.0 83 83.8 27 87.1 606 84.4 
DISSATISFIED 21 11.8 12 ~). 7 10 10.0 9 9.0 7 7. l 4 12.9 63 8.8 
VERY DISSATTSFJED 2 J. l 3 1. 4 1 1.0 1.0 l.O 0 0.0 8 1.1 
--------- -- -------- - -==-=-~=--==:";=--= - -- - ---·----- -- -·-- -·· ------ -······ - - ---- -· - - ------ -- --= -=!:."'=--..,,,====-· - ... .=:=====-----
COLUMN TOTAT.S 178 24.8 ?.10 79.2 JOO 13.9 100 B.9 99 l3.8 31 4.3 718 100 















INSTRUCTORS ACCRSSIBILITY AND Hlll,PF11I,Nl!SS 
~---------- -- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, -----------~ 
i UNDERGRADUATES ! I 
1
1 
COJ,LEGES / SCHOOLS I GRADUATES 
---------------------r----------~ ---------------------- 1------------------------------------- ------------- -----------
1 j COLLEGE OF I COLI,EGE COLLEGE OF 11 
I SCHOOL I COT,l,EGE HUMANITIES I OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
I 
OF : OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL i I COLLEGE 
BUSINESS ! EDUCATION ARTS I SCIENCES SCIENCES i. ' 
CATEGORY ~-----------r-------.,-- -------- - - ··i--···--------- ·---------- --·---- - ------ -------------:i-----------1 
DISSATISFIED 23 12.8 1 17 8.1 8 8.1 14 14.0 8 8.2 3 9.4 73 10.2 II 2 4.4 ! 
1 
VERY DISSATISFIED I 2 1.1 l 1 0.5 , 7. 7..0 I 1.0 2 ?..O I 1 3.1 9 1.3 0 0.0 I 
::::::;~:::v_::J;;::}: I 21:-;: : t: 9:::,: : ::,~:: ,: : l:: 9:::1: :t 3~:: ~ : ;1~-;o: il- ,; 1~ (j 
Number of missing observations~ 11 
Tables 10 and JOA indicate the degree of satisfaction with Instructors Accessibility and Helpfulness. For 
practic~l purposes, no respondent indicated DOES NOT APPLY. Approxi1ately 18% of the undergraduates and 
44% of the graduates were very satisfied. Sixty-nine percent of the undergraduates and 44% of the 
graduates indicated they were satisfied. with the range extending fro1 56% to 75%. There appeared to be 
little change for the undergraduate respondents froli last year. There appeared to be less overall 
satisfaction fro1 the Gr~duate College respondents. but more being very satisfied: there was an increase of 
approxi1ately 19% in the very satisfied category. 
TABLE lOA 
INSTRUCTORS ACCRSSillIT,TTV ANO RRJ,Pr!JI,NRS~ 
r
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES I I 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
I i COLLEGE OF COLLEGE I COLLEGE OF ------ ----- I 
SCHOOL j COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF I SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
CATEGORY ---------- ----------·- --- · --- ---- ----- --- --- ---------- ------- ------ ------------ -- - --·------
-;;;;-;;.;; ~;~ ___ _ N~;; -;; ; ( ;;;-;; ; _Ill;;--;;:;- Ill;;--L- ~o; ;--;;:; . Ill:;--;(:;-- -~;;--;;:; _Ill;;--;;:; 
SATISFIED 126 70 .4 152 '12.1 68 68.'/ 56 56.0 66 68.0 24 75.0 492 68.6 20 44.4 
DlSSATJSFIED 23 12.8 17 8.1 8 8.1 14 14.0 8 8.7. 3 9.4 73 10.2 2 4.4 
-::~;,::;.:''.'~- ;;;-2::~ -;1: 2;:: 9: ;::: 1~ < ;- ;;-;; : -;;;::j--;;;--;1- ;; ;~ 
- --- --- - -- ------ -- _ _1 _____ -------------- - . - -- _L _ . -- ----.. -- ----- ... ------ ----- -----. ---- --- -- -- -- ----------- - --- ------ --




---------------------------------------- ·--- ------- ----------- -- ----- --- --- --------------------------------- r----------
UNDERGRAJ)UATES 1 
COl,l,F.GF.S I SCHOOLS I GRADUATES 
: -------------------- ----------- ,-----------, ;:;;;,;,;;,;-~;- -;~;,;,;;;----;:;;;,;,;;;;-;;;---------------------------- , ----------
! SCHOO[, . COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW I/ GRADUATE , 
I OF ' OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAi, EDUCATION TOTAL I COLLEGE I 
, CATEGORY -~~~~~~~---. ~~~=~~~~~-J---~~~~-- --- _::~~~=~: __ -~=~~~~~-- ____________ J ____________ ----------1 
I 
NO. i. NO. i. ' NO. i. NO. i. NO. % NO. i. NO. % NO. i. 
--------------------- -----------1-----------•------ ----- -------·---- ----------- ------------- ------------ ----------
! VERY SATISFIED 5 2.8 11 118 56.2 16 16 .5 14 14.3 5 5.3 O 0.0 158 22.3 3 7.11 
i SATISFIED 18 10.2 74 35.2 , 7.2 7.7.. 7 16 16.3 14 14 . 7 7 22.6 151 21.4 8 19.0 
. DISSATISFIED l 0.6 5 2.4 ; 7 7.2 0 0.0 4 4.2 3 9.7 20 2.8 3 7.1 
~-~: .. ~::::'''-~-;;: -~:! r-;;[ 2::: r :: ~-1---;:-- ;::~. --;t--;~:i----;f--'.i. i-- -;~:-;~:~- --;1~~:11 
--------------------~-----------1--------------------- --- ----------------------- ----------- --~------------ j ___________ J 
NumhPr of missing observations ~ 7.5 
Tables 11 and llA su11arize the degree of satisfaction with Student Teaching at UNI. Approxi1ately 52% of 
the undergraduate and 6i% of the graduate respondents said that this did not apply to the1. Fro• Section I 
however. approxi1ately 60% of the respondents had indicated they were in non-teaching. Thus, there appears 
that an additional 7% of the respondents should have indicated that this ite1 did not apply to the1. 
However. it is possible that a change of curriculu1 1ight be the answer. In any case, of those that 
indicted this ite1 did apply to the•. approxi1ately i7% of the undergraduates and 207. of the graduates were 
very satisfied: ii% of the undergraduates and 53% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied: and 9% 
of the undergraduate and 9% of the graduate respondents were dissatisfied. There appeared to be 1ore 
undergraduate respondents indicating they were very satisfied (3%) than last year. There was a decrease in 
the graduate respondents, however (17%): There was also an overall decrease in satisfaction of 177. fro1 the 
Graduate College respondents. There were statistically significant (sex by college> results: interaction 
and by colleges. The college differences was caused by respondents fro• the College of Hu1anities and Fine 
Arts. The aales appeared to be 1ore satisfied than the feules except fro• the Colleges of Natural 


































NO . % 
---- -- --- ---- -- --· --~----- ----- ----------- -·- ---------. 
VERY SAT!SflF.J) 5 20 .0 118 59 .3 16 33. 3 14 43 .8 5 20.8 0 0.0 158 46.7 3 20.0 
SflTISFlF.D lR 72.0 74 37.2 7.2 45 .8 16 50.0 14 58 .3 7 70.0 151 44.7 8 53 .3 
D1SSf1TlSF!F.O 4.0 5 2.5 7 11.6 0 0.0 4 16.7 3 30.0 20 5.9 3 20 .0 
);g, ;~r:~ __ ) ::; ;:-:_ '.r ~:i: -_;;:-; :r :;  _ }; :::11 ::;_; _ -_ _;; j'.t: ::;~_::tJ _ -- ;: ·· q 




TOTAL BXPBRIBNCB AT UNI 
r- - ------------------ --- ------------------- --------- -- ------------------------- --------------------------, ----------- : 
I UNDERGRADUATES I 
~ COT,LEGES / SCHOOLS GRADUATES I 
I COUEGE OF CO!,LEGE COLLEGE OF ---- ------------
1 
SCHOOL COI,LEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE ' 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAT, EDUCATION TOT Al, 1, COI,LEGE i 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCTRNCES SCIENCES ! I I 
CATEC'.ORY -----------!----------- -------- -- -------·----- -- ------ -----~------------ ------------41------------' NO . % ~ NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % I NO. % !1 NO. % 
r-;:::s::::sFJF.D _____ -,:i--\i:!I -,::--:: :: ___ _ \/--!~::- --::-··:;::- --:;--:::~- --~--9: ::--f--;;:--i:::-ir---::--i::: ' 
i DISSATISFIED 2 1.1 l 2 1.0 2 7. .0 4 4.0 2 2.1 0 0.0 12 1. 7 1 2.2 
! VF.RY DISSATISFIED 3 1. 7 0 0.0 J 1.0 J 1.0 1 1.0 0 0. 0 6 0.8 I O 0.0 , 
r_~::~~~;;:::_::: :,;~::i;:;_l:ii~:_;;;:~:,~::1: :;: : ;~::_;::~- __ 9: __ '.::::t::;;:::;:;::1::;;;:;~;:: !::::;·;;;;;: 
Nnmhr.r of missing ob~ervations = 14 
Tables 12 and 12A su11arize the Total Hxperience at UNI. For practical purposes, no respondents chose 
DOES NOT APPLY. Approxi1ately 24% of the undergraduates and 24% of the graduates were very satisfied; and 
73% of the undergraduates and 73% of the graduates were satisfied. This represented an increase of 16% for 
the graduates fro1 last year. Overall, there was an increase in satisfaction with respondents fro• the 
Graduate College (7%) fro1 last year. There was a decrease of 9% in the very satisfied category, however . 
TABLB 12A 
TOTAL BXPBRIBNCB AT UNI 
,------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .------------1 
, UNDERGRADUATES , 
1 
t ---------------- ------ -------------------- --~-----COLLEGES_I_SCHOOLS --- --- ----- ------------------------- __ GRADUATES 
I I CO!,LEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
I SCHOOL CO!,LEGE I HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONT INUING ROW GRADUATE 
I 
OF OF I ANO FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL CO!,LEGE 
BUS[NESS RDUCATJON I ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
. CATEGORY --------- -- ------ ·---- ----- · --------- ·--- ---- ---- ---------- - ----------- - --------- --- -- ----- ----
NO. % ·No . % NO . % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
- - --------- - --- - --- --- - - --- --- __ r __ ______ ----- - --- - - - ----------- - -- . ----- - - -- - --------- ------------ ----------- , 
VERY SATISFJF.D 45 25.4 ,>7 7.7 .4 23 23.7. 18 17.8 27 27.8 2 6. 3 172 24.1 11 24 .4 
I SATISFIED 127 71.8 149 71. 6 73 73 .7 78 77 .2 67 69. 1 30 93 .8 524 73.4 33 73 .3 
, DI SSATI SF I ED 2 1. J 2 l. 0 7. 2. 0 4 4. 0 2 2 .1 0 0. 0 I 12 1. 7 1 2. 2 
I . 
j VERY DISSATISFIED 3 1. '/ 0 0.0 1 1. 0 1 1.0 l 1. 0 0 0.0 I 6 0.8 ,, 0 0.0 
t ---- ------ .- ... -- .. -- .---.-. ·---- -- -- --~---·------ .. - - --- --- -- ------- --- ------- -· -----1------- ----~~--- ------ - -~ 
1 COI,UMN TOTALS 177 24.8 7.08 29 . l gg 13 .9 JO] 14 .1 97 11.6 32 4.5 714 100JI 45 100 ; 
: ------- -- - ---- - -- - -- ----- ---- ----- -- --- -- -- -- - --- -- ---- ·-- --- ---- . ----------- ------- ----- --- ------- - J ___ ______ ___ j 
Number of missing observations = 14 
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D. STUDRNT DBVRLOPMBNT AT UNI 
I.SATISFACTION RBLATRD TO STUDRNT DHVHLOPMl!NT 
The response weighting used for the further statistical analyses in this section was: I-Very 
Satisfied. 2-Satisfied. 3-Dissatisfied. 4-Very Dissatisfied, 5-Does Not Apply. 
TABLB 1 
INTBLLRCTUAL DBVBJ,OPMBNT AT UNI 
OF AND FINE 
BIJSTNRSS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
(-;;;;:::;~::;;----- ;~~::;t;;- ~;;::;f :; :~;~::;;:;: ~1;::;1:; :~;;::;;:;: ~:;::;~:~:: :~;;::;i:;: :NCJ;;::;;:;1 
SATISFIP.D j 140 77 .8 ,1 166 7CJ.4 66 65 .3 72 73.5 72 73.5 25 131.6 541 75.2 . 28 63.6 
VF.RY DISSATlSFTF.D 3 1.7 0 0.0 7. 2.0 0 0.0 1 1.0 0 0.0 6 0.8 0 0.0 
DISSATISFIF.D l 7 3.9 1 0.5 3 3.0 6 6.1 2 2.0 0 0.0 19 2.6 0 0.0 
DOF.S NOT APPl.V O 0.0 I O 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 I O 0.0 0 0.0 
--------·-- -·· · -- ---- ~ - -r .------+ ----... ---- - ----------- -- ··--- ------- --- . -----·---- ---- -------t-=r--=--=- - --- ·= - -------=-- ---
COJ.IJMN WYl'AI.;, 180 25.0 7.09 7.9.1 99 14.0 101 13.6 98 13 .f> 32 2.6 719 100.0 44 100.0 
____ ___ ______ _________ L __________ j _______ ___ _ --- ---- ---- -- --- ------ ------------ ----------- --------------------- -·· ---
Number of missing observations = 11 
Tables 1 and 1A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Intellectual Developaent at UNI. No respondents 
indicated DOES NOT APPLY. Approxi1ately 21% of the undergraduates and 36% of the graduates were very satisfied. 
Approxiaately 75% of the undergraduates and 64% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied. There appeared to 
be greater overall satisfaction with the Graduate College re~pondents than last year (5%), however, the percentage 
of vpry satisfied dropped (9%). 
TABLB 1A 





. COLLEGES I SCHCXJLS GRADUATES 
~--------------------r-----------------------~------------- -- --------- -----------~------------- ----------- -----------
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCH(X)L COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
OF OF AND FINE NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE 
I BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES 
[ _____ cA:~:v ______ :~:::::;:: :~:::::~:: :~:::::~::: ~:::::::: :~:::::;::: ~:::::~:::: -~::::::::: :i~:::::;:: 
I VERY SATTSF!F.n 30 16.7 42 20.1 28 28.3 23 22.8 23 23.5 7 21.9 153 21.3 16 36.4 
I 
SATISFIED 140 77.8 166 79.4 66 66 .7 72 71.3 72 73.5 25 78.1 541 75.2 28 63.6 
DISSATISFIED 7 3.9 1 0.5 3 3.0 6 5.9 2 2.0 0 0.0 19 2.6 O 0.0 
1 VERY DISSATISFIED 3 1. 7 0 0.0 I 2 2.0 0 0.0 1 1.0 0 0.0 6 0.8 O 0.0 
t·;~;~::~i;,;::::: _:;~::i;:; ::;~;::;;:'.J:::;~::'.;:;: :;;'.::(;:; :::~~:;~:~ ::;;:·:;~::· _:'.;;:;~:;: i:::;;:;~:i 




SOCIAL DKVJ!LOPMKNT AT UNI ·------- -·-------------------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------- l 
UNDERGRADUATES 
cor.r,F.GES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
------ ·------------- --------- --r----------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------- -----i 
COLL,F.GE OF COLLEGF. COLLEGE OF I 
SCHOOL COl,LEGF. HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE 
C>1'00llY _sus~~ss _ • EnUC~;ION -- _ '~~:NE-- _:;::;s __ s:~::~~~ --Enl~ATJON-- _rorAL __ j 1' --COLl,EGE- _ . 
NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 1 NO. % 
------- --- -- --··-------- ---------- ------------ --··-------- ------- -- -- ------------ ------------- ---------··-- ~--- --· ------
VERY SATISFlF.D 43 24.0 61 29.0 
1 
36 36 .0 7.5 ?.5.3 33 33.7 10 31.3 208 29.0 7 16 .3 
SATISFIRD 121 67.6 141 67.1 j 54 54.0 62 62.6 53 54.1 20 62.5 451 62.8 I 26 60.5 
DISSATISFIED 7 3.9 6 2.9 . 8 8.0 8 8.1 7 7.1 1 3.1 37 5.2 j J 2.3 
_ff \~J:::: IE:··-. _1 '.;:_ '.::: :_ ,:: :: '.:;:_~:ii::;::~:. --91: _;:;I __ · _ ;)__ 1: :: ! :_ -~:_ :_:::.: -_ 1[; _10[}11:::~'._1~:~J 
N11mbr.r of mis~inq observations= 13 
Tables 2 and 2A indicate the degree of satisfaction with the Social Develop1ent of respondents at UNI. 
Apprmci111ately 2% of the undergraduate and 21% of the graduate respondents indicated that this did not apply to 
thea. Of those indicating that this did apply to the11, 30% of the undergraduates and 21% of the graduates were 
very satisfied. There was less variation across colleges this year, 11% fro• 15% last year. Approxi1ately 64% of 
the undergraduates and 77% of the graduates indicated they were satisf ied. There was also less variation across 
colleges this year. 13% fro11 22% last year . 
TABLE 2A 
SOCIAI, DBVJ!LOPMKNT AT UNI 
I UNDERGRADUATES I 
,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------1 
'. COLLEGES / SCHOOLS \ GRADUATES 
SCHOOi, 
BUSINESS EDUCATTON ARTS SCIENCES SCIENCES , 
CATEGORY - ----------- ----------- ---------- - ·- - - -- -- ----- - ---- -------- ------------{------------ ------- -- --
! NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % 
L-- -· -- •· ··--- -- ---- ---· ~-- ------ ·· - -- - ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------ -----------! I 
1 
VERY SATISFIED 43 24.6 61 29.2 36 36. 4 25 26.0 33 34.7 10 32.3 208 29.5 I 7 20.6 
i SATISFIED 121 69.1 141 67.5 54 54.5 62 64.6 53 55.8 20 64.5 451 64.0 26 76 .5 
I DISSATISFIED 7 4.0 6 2.9 8 8.1 8 8.3 7 7.4 I 1 3.2 37 5.2 11 1 2.9 
! VF.RY DISSATISFJF.D 4 2.3 1 0.5 1 1 .0 1 1 .0 2 2.1 I O 0.0 9 1.3 'jl O O.OJ 
r·----- -- -----· ---- ·-· ··-1· - -------- - -- -- r- - - ---- - - - r ·-- -- -t - - --- . -l -- , 
l-COI,UMN_ TO'rAI,S __ --- __ 175 __ ?.4 .8 _]._7.09 __ 29. 6 J_ 99 __ l4. 0 _ --% __ J3. 6 ----- 95 __ 13. 5 _ I__ 31 ---4. 4 __ --705 _ 100.o _J ___ 34 _ JOO .o_, 
Numbr.r nf missing obsr.rvations = 13 
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TABLB 3 
Dl!VBLOPMHNT OF INDBPl!NDBNCI! 
r-- --·---- ----------··--- ---------------- -- ------···-- -· --------------------- -- -------------- ------------------ --------- --
1
1 UNDERGRADUATES 
COT,T,EGRS / SCHOOLS GRADUATF.S 
r
------------- -- -- -------------- ------ -----r---- ------- ---- -------- ,-------- --- ------------,------------ -----------
! COLLEGE OF COLLEGE COLLEGE OF I 
SCHOOL COLLEGE I HUMANITIES OF SCX:IAL & CONTINUING 1 ROW GRADUATE 
I CATEC.ORY _ Bus~~ss __ EDUC~~JON _J AN:::NE-- _ :;::;s __ •::i= __ EDUCATION-- __ TarAr, __ ___ f--cou.OOE __ 
1 NO. % NO. % ! NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % NO. % f I NO . % 
-;;~-;;;;;;;;;;-- --- --;;--;;:; ---;;--;;:;·1-·-;;--;;:;----;;--;;:;- --;;--;;:;- --;;--;;:;-- --;;; --;;:;- r---;;--;;:; 
SATISFIED 111 61 .7 124 59 .6 47 47.0 61 61 .0 58 60 .4 20 62.5 421 58.8 i 21 48 .8 
1 ::~;:rEO-- ;1 2:::1-J -2::  -1~ _  1:I _-_;i _1~Il 9\-- ;;::l.j '.I -1 J J-tl---t~I 
N11mhP.r of misi:;ing observations~ 15 
Tables 3 and 3A show the degree of satisfaction with the Develop1ent of Independence of the respondents at UNI. 
Approximately 3% of the undergraduate and 26% of the graduate respondents indicated that this did not apply to 
the1. Of those that said it did apply, 37% of the undergraduates and 34% of the graduates were very satisfied. 
Approxiaately 61% of the undergraduates and 66% of the graduates indicated they were satisfied, with a range from 
50% to 65%. There appP.~red to be a significant drop in the respondents fro• the Graduate College regarding the 
very satisfiP.d category Cl 9%) with a corresponding increase in the satisfied category. when coapared with 1 ast 
year. Further analyses (sex by college) indicated a statistically significant SP.X difference with the feaales 1ore 






Dl!Vl!J,OPMHNT OF INDHPHNDBNCH 
UNDERGRADUATES 
COLLEGES I SCHOOLS GRADUATES 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
HUMANITIES OF 
AND FINE NATURAL 
ARTS SCIENCES 
------- -- -- ----------
COLLEGE OF 
SCX:IAL & CONTINUING ROW 




NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO . % NO . % NO. % NO. % 
VERY SATISFIED 6 3.6 4 2.2 0 0.0 
SATISFIED 119 71.3 125 67.2 65 68.4 
DISSATISFIED 35 21.0 51 27.4 26 27.4 
VERY DISSATISFIED 7 4.2 6 3.2 4 4.?. 
•..... -- - - -- .. ---·- ·- -· ·-·· --- ·-===-===:-::"=-==·· ==~-·- ====--:~ .. -,: - ·• ··--··· -- -. -
COl,UMN TafALS 167 25 .4 186 28 .3 95 14 .5 
Number of missing observations= 1l 
6 6.6 9 10.3 
64 70. 3 58 66 .7 
18 19 .8 17 19 .5 
3 3.3 3 3.4 
- . --·- -· ---- ·- - . --···· --- --··-----
91 13. 9 87 13 .2 
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1 3.2 




















INVOLVBMl!NT IN CURRBNT ISSUBS 
-· ----·- - - -·· -~·-··· - - ---- - - - l . 1 
UNDERGRADUATES I I : 
I I 
I COl,LEGES / SCHOOLS I GRADUATES I 
I I I i- --- ----------- -- ___ T ___________ !---------- ;-~~~~.;,~;,-~;- i-~~~~;,~;--T~~~~;,~;,-~;-1------------: ------------rr--- ------ -1 
: I SCHOOi, I COl,LEGE I HUMANITIES OF I SOCIAL & ; CONTINUING :_ ROW 1 ,i GRADUATE 1 
: 1 sus~~Ess /EDuc~~roN j AN~R~~NE ~~~~:~~s / s:~1~~~:~r, J EDUCATION j TarAf, ; 
1 
COLLEGE i 
CATSOORY ~;;;:----;- r ;;;:----;-l ;~:----;-- ;;; % -i-~:-- -;---t;;;----;---r;;;:----;--j-c;;;---- % ; 
------- :· --- -- -----··1-- ---- --- ---1--.. -------.. i ----- ------- - -----------1- -- -- -------~------------r------------i------------ -1 
VERY SAHsm:o 13 7.3 ,_ 11 5.3 j g 9.o J 3.0 1 9 9.3 ! 2 6.3 
1 
47 6.5 I , 6 14.0 i 
SATTSFIRD i !08 60.3 I 146 69. 9 61 61 .0 63 62.1 , 58 59.8 11 25 78.l 461 64.2 I 27 62.8 
I DISSATISFIED I 47 26.3 1 40 19 . 1: 7.1. ?.?..O 22 21.8 i 19 19.6 3 9.4 . 153 7.] .3 4 9.3 
I VERY DISSATISFTP.O i s 7..8 i 3 1.41 l 1.0 4 4.0 ! 3 3.1 I 1 3.1 ! 17 2.4 i O 0.0 
f :~::,~:~;::y -+ r,:-,: : f 20: ,: : t 1~-,: : 10: i: :j ,; !: l ,: '. : t ;(;-;~::-1 i ;: I~ : 1 
J .. ___ __ .. __ __ ______ .. __ J ___________ , __________ L _______ -· ·· __ _ ____ __ ........ ~- ___________ J _________ __ __ L ____________ 1J _________ __ 1 
Number of missing ohsrrvations = 13 
Tables 4 and 4:A su11arize the degree of satisfaction with the Involve1ent in Current Issues at UNI. Approximately 
6% of the undergraduate respondents (4:% increase fro1 last year) and 14:% <19% decrease fro11 last year) of the 
graduate respondents. indicated that this did not apply. Of those that said it did apply approximately 7% < 4:% 
decrease fro1 last year) of the undergraduates and 16% (5% decrease from last year> of the graduates indicated they 
were very satisfied. Approximately 68% of thP. undergraduates and 73% of the graduates were satisfied, about the 
sa1e as last year. There was a decrease in variability (11%) fro, last year, however. Approxi1ately 23% of the 
undergraduatP.s and 11% of the graduates were dissatisfied: there was little change in the range fro• last year. 
TABLB 4:A 
INVOLVHMl!NT IN CURRRNT ISSUES 
r------------------------------ - -
UNDERGRADUATES 










COLLEGE OF COLLEGE 
COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF 
OF AND FINE NATURAL 







NO. i. NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. i. NO. i. 
3 8.6 33 16.6 3 5.4 2 6.3 
7.4 68.6 148 74.4 32 57.1 19 59.4 
7 20.0 15 7.5 18 32.1 8 25.0 








1 7. 7 
35 9.5 19q 54.2 .56 15.3 32 8.7 32 8.7 13 3.5 



















DIVBRSITY OF BACKGROUND OF STUDENTS 
;------ ·---··-- · ------ -------- --- -------- -- --- -------- --------------- ------- --- ------------------------------G ----------1 
1 UNDERGRADUATES 1 · 
! COl,LEGF.S / SCHOOLS I GRADUATES 
r---------------- · ------------,------·-----·1~;~~;,~~ -~~---~;~~;,~;,--r~;~~;,~;,-;;T------------r--- -- --------1 r----------
I scHoor, II COLLEGE / 1rnMANITIEs OF soc1 AL & l CONTINUING I Row I i GRADUATE 
I OF OF i ANO FINF. NATURAL BEHAVIORAI, EDUCATION i TOTAL I COLLEGE 
BUSINESS RDIJCAT [ON 1' ARTS SCJF.NCES SCIENCES I I , 
I I , 'j l- ---CATR"1RY- --- - -;~:----;--l;;:-- -; -r;; ---;--;;:- --;---;;:---;---_ ;.;:----;----r-;.;----;---1 -;;:----;--
!
! VERY SATISFJRn , 5.1 ~ 18 8.7 f 15 11.0 It 10 ., It II.S o o.o /1 64 9.o 
1
,1 3 6.8 
SATISFIED 130 73.0 165 79.3 ' 57 57 .0 65 64 .4 61 63.5 25 83 .3 503 70 .5 28 63 .6 
I 
OISSAT[SFIF.D 29 16.3 21 10.1 ' ]8 18 .0 I 16 15.8 16 16. 7 2 6. 7 I 102 14.3 8 18.2 
VERY DTSSATISFTF.D 8 4.5 1 0 0.0 I 6 6.0 S 5.0 4 4.2 0 0.0 I 23 3.2 0 0.0 
. llOSS Nm ArPJ,Y 1 I.I ! 4 1.9 ~ I 1.0 I 1.0 4 4.2 3 10.0 I 1.1 '·' I 5 II.I 
; COi ,UMN Tar" ,S - -- .... I 78 ;5 01 w8 '' .1. J _ 100 --! I { ; o; ;; :; ---;;--;;:; _l--~---;~l ;;;·;~:~-J:::~;:'.~:;t 
N11mhrr nf misi::inq observ;itions ~ 17 
Tables 5 and 5A suHarize the degree of satisfaction with the Diversity of Background of Students at UNI. 
Approximately 3% of the undergraduate and 11% of the graduate respondents indicated that this did not apply to 
the1 . Of those that indicated that this did apply, 19% of the undergraduates and 8% of the graduates were very 
satisfied: a 21% decrease fro• last year for the graduate respondents. Appr0Ki1ately 73% of the undergraduates and 
72% of the graduates were satisfied: a 25% increase fro• last year for the graduate respondents. Appr0Ki1ately 15% 
of the undergraduates and 21% of the graduates indicated they were dissatisfied, with a range fro• 7% to 19%: a 3% 
increase for the graduate respondents. Approxi1ately 3% of the undergraduates and 0% of the graduates were very 
dissatisfl.ed. 
TABLE 5A 
DIVRRSITY OF BACKGROUND OF STUDRNTS 
: . . UNDERGRADUATES I : 
COLLEGES/ SCHOOLS I GRADUATES : 
------- ---- ·-- --------------- --- f- -------------- -- -----~----------- 1--- --------. ------------- :------------ -----------1 
I I cor,LEGE OF COLLEGE I COLLEGE oF! I 1 
1 S~HOOJ, i COT,T,EGF. HllMANITJ ES OF ,
1
. SOCIAL & CONTINUING i ROW GRADUATE ! 
OF OF ANO FINF. NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAi, COLLEGE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION ARTS SCJF.NCES SCIENCES 
--------- ·- -------- ---1·--··-... --- -----------·- --------. -- -·------------ ------··-----. -----------i 
NO. 7. NO. 7. NO . i. NO. % NO . % NO. i. NO . % NO. i. ; 
~------------··· ·---- ---- ------- -------- ---,L __ ______ __ ---- ------- ----------- ------------- ------------ ------------~ 
VERY SATISFJF.O 9 5.1 18 8.8 15 15 .6 11 11 .3 11 12 .0 0 0.0 64 9.2 3 7.7 1 
DISSATJSFIEO 130 73 .9 1 165 80.9 ) 57 59.4 65 67 .0 61 66.3 25 92.6 503 72.7 28 71 .81 
, DISSATISFIED 29 16.5 21 10 .3 i 18 18.8 16 16.5 16 17 .4 2 7.4 J-02 14.7 8 20 .5 1 
·_::::.:.:] ::::_:'' "'-:. ; );::,:. '.:J-20:::1.: .: 1 :: ,: :: ,: • :::: ,:_-_] :•:1---- ,;: .!:.: .. :;: : : ;: t: ;::;~.:-lt· ,::;;~:;1 
CATEGORY 
~1mhrr nf missing observations= 17 
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TABLB 6 
RBSPONSIVl!Nl!SS TO STUDRNT SUGGHSTIONS 
f::: ::: ::_ ::: ::: :: :::::: ::: : ::: :r: :::: ::: ::::-:: ;;;1~:;~~~;;,-::::::::: ::: ::::: :::::: :: : ::: :::::::ir~;:::::::1 
: I sc11001, J cor,LEGF. ! ~~~~~~~~r~~ ' cor.~:GE I c~~i~~ ~F · CONTINUING Row GRADUATE /1 
'. l OF I OF I AND FINF. NATURAL BEHAVIORAi, EDUCATION TOTAi, I COLI,EGE I 
I _ VERY -sm srrn, -- -f NO , ---: ;f \---;)-~\---::; N\-\ _ No:;_ -;: ;- '.\---~: ;-- _'.~ ;;---; ;- f-~ :; _ --(:; j 
SATISFIED I 81 45 .3 : 110 53.l l 53 51.1 33 33.3 37 38.5 16 Sl.6 330 46.5 20 50.0 1 
DJSSATISFJED ! 60 33.5 57 ?.7.5 . ~8 7.8.6 40 40.4 37 38.5 11 35.~ 233 32.8 5 12.S j 
VERY DISSATISFIF.D I 16 R.9 
1 
17 8.2 , 5 5.1 4 4.0 8 8.3 2 6.:> 52 7.3 1 2.51 
t~;,~;;;I---1-;;;-;;-;-b~>,;; t ~--': :__ ::_ ;: : ___ :: _ :: : l --- ;: __ : : - __ 1~: ;:::;:t) l~;i 
N11mhPr ,if missing ohservations = 7.4 
Tables 6 and 6A show the degree of satisfaction with the Responsiveness to Student Suggestions at UNI. 
ApproKimately 12% of the undergraduate and 35% of the graduate respondents indicated that this item did not apply 
to the1: an increase of 8% for the graduate respondents. Of those that indicated that this ite1 did apply to them. 
2% of the undergraduates and 0% of the graduates were very natisfied, the same as last year. Approxiaately 53% of 
the undergraduates and 77% of the graduates were satisfied, the sae as last year. Thirty-seven percent of the 
undergraduates and 19% of the graduates indicated they were dissatisfied with this itea. Again, approxiaately the 
sa1e as last year. 
TABLB 6A 
RRSPONSIVRNESS TO STIJDRNT SUGGESTIONS 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------~~----------1 , ----------··----- ------- -------- UNDERGRADUATES I i 
, COLLEGES/ SCH(X)LS r GRADUATES ! 
~ --- · . ·-----· . .. ---, ·- ----- ·---:·----------r·------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- : 
I ' COJ,LEGF. OF CO!,[,EGE I COLLEGE OF I I : 
srnm1, COl,f,F.r,E J HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE , 
OF OF I AND FINE NATURAL BEIIAV lORAL EDUCATION TOTAL COl,LF.GE I 
. ll\1STN1'.SS EDUCATION I ARTS SCtF.NCES SCIENCES 1 
: CATF.GORY 1-~;l~----;,-- -~;: --·· ;, ·-r~~.---- ·;,- -~~~ · --- ;,----~~~----;,·-- ~~~----;,---- -~;~--- % ~~~----;,- - ; 
' I ! ---··--- ------------ ·- ··· -- ·· ------·· - ·· --·--·· -··- 1 r VERY SATISFIF.ll [ 1 O~~ --- 8 4.2 J 3 3.4 1 1.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 13 2.1 0 0.0 1 
' SATISFIF.D I 81 51.3 110 57 .3 53 59.6 33 42.3 37 45.l 16 55.2 330 52.5 20 76 .9 
! 111SSATTSFIEfl i 60 38.0 57 ?.9.7 ?.8 31.5 40 51.3 37 45.l 11 37 .9 233 37.l S 19.2 
: VF.RY 01ssA,JSFrn11 , 16 10 1 11 8.9 , 5 s.6 4 s.1 R q.8 2 6.9 52 8.3 1 3.8 
i :;OL;~~ _ ,~;L; . J :'.;;_:;;:r;;;-. ~ ; _l ;, -l;:' . 1R ; ; : ; -~ -, ;; ; - ·-;~:::~:;:: .::;;;:'.~:~::!_ ::;;:'.;;:;] 
Number of missing obsP.rvations = 24 
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III. MISCRl,1,ANF.OUS INFORMATION 
The following tables and coHents are for those iteas on the survey instru1ent that did not have the 
hoaogeneity that the preceding iteas did. Since these ite11s had only a YBS/NO fonat there was no need 
to prepare the Alpha labeled tables that have been in the preceding sections. Thus, there is only one 




























NO. r. NO. % NO. % NO. i. NO. i. NO. % 
0 0.0 0.5 1.1 3 3.0 1 1.1 3.3 
J'/S 100.0 198 99.5 94 <J8 .9 97 97 .0 93 98.9 29 96 .7 
COlr\lMN TOTALS 175 25 .3 199 ?.8.7 95 D . 'I JOO 14.4 94 13.6 30 4.3 













41 100 .0 
Table 1 sua1arizes if the respondents had been Graduate Assistants during their stay at UNI. It can be seen that 


























NO . % NO. % NO . % N0. 7. N0. 7. NO. % 
Yrs 
No 
13 7.4 9 4.5 9 9.5 
16?. 9?. .6 1R9 ·95_5 86 90 .5 
14 14 .0 9 9.7 ?. 6. 7 
86 86.0 84 90.3 28 93.3 
C:Ol,UMN TOTAJ,S 175 25.3 198 ?.R .7 95 11.7 100 14 .5 <33 13.5 30 4.3 











37 90 .2 
41 100 .0 
Table 2 su11arizes the eKtent of the respondents· involve1ent with student-faculty co11ittees during their stay at 
UNI. It can be seen that 8% of the undergraduates and 107. of the graduates had been involved on such co11ittees. 
Thii; varied across colleges fro• 57. to 14%. This indicated an increase for the undergraduates (2%) and a decrease 





IS CHEATING A PROBLEM? 
'··--····· ... .. ·---· ··· - ----- --- -· ----------- · --- ······ -·----····· ··· ·· ··-- · ··--··---------- --·-- -------····-----------· · i 1-----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES 1 , i 
COLLF.GF.S / SCHOOLS 11 GRADUATES I 
i ·;:.~:~;---1,--::;;,;--fa(::::~n~;.ii;;-1 ;:i~if r::INUING i R™ rr GRADUA;;-1 
, 1 OF 1 OF I ANll FTNF. 1 NATllRAT, I TlF.HAVIORAT. ·1 F.llUCATION : TOTA!, ii COT,LEGF. I 
CATF.GORY ; _~'!:~~~:: __ ~ ~~~=~~~~~-- ~- - AR'!~-·-·· j--~:'.~~~::~:. j. __ :::~:~::~:--}------------:! ____________ f ~--------··-- ) 
,_ __ ____ _ 
1 
No I 115 82. g 166 85.6 ! 69 74 .~ / 84 85. 7! 73 79.3 24 82.8 l 561 82.4 li 34 87 .2 1 
: COCl™N TOI A;;J \:;;: ;;:;- -'.;;:_ ;; 5 _l _'3 _i ,7]_ ;, _ ;; f ::;;-:;;:;r;;-::;:;::r;;;·;;;:;1t:=;;:;~:~ 1 
N11mbrr of mi i::s i nq observat.i ons = 54 
Table 3 indicates the extent to which cheating was a problem at UNI. It can be seen that 18% of the undergraduate 
and 13% of the graduate respondents think that it was a proble1. This ranged from a low of 14% to a high of 26%. 
There appe~red to be little change over all fro1 last year, however. the range for the yes category decreased by 
48%. Thus, there appeared to be more uniformity in agreement this year . Approxi1ately 7% of the respondents chose 
not to reply to this item. 
TABLE 4 
IS DRUG USAGE A PROBLEM? 
--- -----------------------------------------------------··-------------------------------r ~- ----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES i ! GRADlJATES I_ COl,LEGES / SCHOO!,S 
~ - - .. - ..... - .. - - -- - r ·· - - -·· -- - -- - ' - - - - - ··- -- - ' -- -·· ··- - ....... - i -- -------- '· ----- -- --- --r·· - -·· ----- - -- ---- -- - -- ----r i ---------__ l 
i i COLT.EGE OF : COLLEGE COLLEGE OF i I ! 
: ! I i I ; 
SCHOOL : COUF.GE I HUMANITIES : OF SOCIAL & I CONTINUING ROW : : GRADUATE 
OF : OF : ANll FINE : NATURAL I BEHAVIORAL l EDUCATION TOTAL I. COLLEGE 
TlUSTNF.SS ! EDUCATJON i ARTS ; SCIENCES ! SCIENCES i ' I! ! 
CAT!IGIWY ; N~~-- · ·;.--- t ~~~----;.--r ~~ : ··- ;.---1~;;~ --·--;·· -i ~;~·----;.- --r~;:----;.----:-~;~----;.-··: -~;~- ---;.--t 
[;,::"'-;~;;;; t • ;:i.:.t::1 •1:;t:::tI'. i_. _ i: •::::::1- ::: :: :I .·: J: ;:::1 •::::Ii:::::::::1::r:::J;t:'.i 
N1111t1 ,"r rif misr:ing ohsP.rv~ti.ons - 'ft; 
Table 4 indicates the extent to which drug usage was a major proble• on the campus. Approxi1ately 18% of the 
undergraduate and H% of the graduate respondents indicated that it was a proble1. There appeared to be little 
change from last year, but there was greater variability across colleges with 30% fro111 the College of Humanities 
and Fine Arts for a high and 11% fro• the College of Natural Sciences for a low: Last year showed 26% from 
Continuing Hducation as a high and 17% fro111 the Schoo] of Business as the low. Approxi111ately 10% of the 
respondents chose not to reply to this ite1. 
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TABLH 5 
IS DRINKING A PROBLHM? 
- --- ----·--·· ---------- -- ··-------------------------------- ------------------~ 
, UNDERGRADUATES i . 
I COI,l1EGF.S / SCHOOl,S 11 GRADUATES l 
r-- .. . sc~or. : cm.J.EIJS /:::;~,~: r m.:R i c~~: ~F i CONrJNUJm; I ROW /i GRAD::;:-11 
1
1 OF : OF 1
1
· AND FINF. , NATURAi, BEHAVIORAi, ' EDUCATION ; TOTAL 
1
1 / COLLEGF. 
I I I ' 
j CATF.r::oRv ~- BUSTNF.ss -~-EDUCATJON __ L __ ARTS ___ _ J_ sc:rENCEs __ ; _ sc TENCES __ i---_________ ; -----------+i -----------~ 
1---------· _____ ;_No. ____ r. __ j_ NO . ____ r. ___ lNQ. ____ r. ___ jNO .----%· · ; NO. ____ r. __ J NO. ____ r. ____ : _ No. ____ r. ___ ;: _ No. ____ r. __ J 
Yes ! 64 36.8 , 107 55.4 ! 57 60.6 49 51.0 ; 47 52.2 11 37.9 : 335 49.6 i! 14 37.8 i 
No · IIO 63.7. , 86 44.6 I 37 39.4 47 49 .0 i 43 47.8 , 18 62.1 : 341 so.4 / ! 23 62.2 1 
~·----,- -· - -·- - --- ,·· ,-- - . - .... · ·- · ·- -1. .... ... --·-··. ··- .. + .... -··.· .- .-. --.-. ·· .,· ... ·······-,--,,·--.--~-----·,·-----====----~~--=---=-+~=========-=,,; 
l COJ,lJMNTOTAl,S 174 25.7 j 193 28.6 ! g4 13.9 96 14.7. : 90 13.3 294.3 1 676100.o ij 37100.o l 
- - - .• - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ..1- - -· - - - - - • • -- -- - • .. - - • • - --· .• - .J - •• ·- --· - · - · -- - •. ·- - - - - - - · - - .• -- ._. ____ --- -- ---\.. - --- - -- - - - --'-1- -· -----------1 
NumhP.r of missing observations= 61 
Table 5 su11arizes the feelings concerning drinking on the ca1pus. Approxi1ately 50% of the undergraduates and 387. 
of the graduates consider it a ujor proble1. This varied across colleges fro• a low of 37% fro1 the School of 
Business to a high of 61% fro• the College of Hu1anities and Pine Arts. Though the range increased only 4% over 
last year, the low was fro• the College of Natural Sciences anrl the high was fro• Continuing Rducation. 
Approxi111ately 8% of the respondents chose not to reply t.o this item. 
TABLR 6 
ARB YOU AWARR OP PACUJ,TY JfAR.ASSMRNT? 
-· ---·---- --- -------- ---- -------- ------- -- ---------------------- -----------------·------- ------------ -··-- -------------~ ' . 
UNDERGRADUATES I 
COLLRGES / SCHOOI,S I I GRADUATES I 
~--·-- -------- --Ii---:~~:;,---lr-c~:;.:;;··r:;~::~:-l;~;,i:;;---r, ;~iifrT::;:;:-,---::~----·-w-::::::-. 
1 
OF OF AND FINE I NATURAL BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION i TOTAL I I COLLEGE 
I RUST NRSS I EDUC AT ION ARTS SCIENCRS I SCIENCES : : : 
r-; ~:·:~~, -· -----r~:;:. :i:: :r ;~ ;; :-;~:; l~ :;-: ::·;: r :;:  ;i:;:r~~ ::-::t: ;: ~:: :: :;:;::· :t;::;t :;: : : : ~:; ::;i: :-
~-It, -· . .1.rn _"' 1-'" . 853 l .'·'- _I01 __ sr __ s,.7 1-·70761 l '/'3:' _,_sis_ 00.l •• _35 897 
i r,m,llMN _ TnTAr,s L nri __ 2s .7 J 19·1 __ ?.8.8 J_ __ 9?. _ 13. s J _ 98 __ 11. 3_[_ __ 92 __ 13. s j __ 29 ___ 4. 2 --·--681 _ 100. o - ~~ ---=9-100. o _ 
Nurnher of misr-:inq obsr.rvat:ions = 52 
Table 6 indicates the extent that the students were aware of faculty sexual harass1ent on ca.pus. Approxi1ately 
20% of the undergraduates and 10% of the graduate respondents say that they were aware of such harass1ents. This 
indicated an increase of 5% fro1 last year for the undergraduate respondents. The Colleges of Hu1anities and Pine 
Arts and Social & Behavioral Sciences indicated the highest percentage of YRS responses again this year, but the 
School of Business respondents indicated a 9% increase over last year. Approxiutely 77. of the respondents chose 




IP YRS FOR 116, THRN WHRR THRY RHPORTRD? 
------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 1~-----------1 
UNDERGRADUATES / 
cm.r,EGRS I scHoor.s I GRADUATEsJ 
I COLl,EGE OF i COT,[,F.GE COLl,EGF. OF I II I I 
SCHOOi, I COl,LEGR HUMANITIES I OF SOCIAL & I CONTINUING ROW ! GRADUATE ' 
OF OF AND r:rnr. NATURAi, REHAVIORAJ, RDUCATTON ,- TOTAi, ' coLI,RGR j 
r---- -- ---
1 




CATRGORY t- ---------·r------- -- ------- --- --------- ----i------- ---- -- -------------~----- - --- --+- ---- - - --- - -+ 
I NO. % I NO . % I NO. % NO. % I NO. % jNO. % I NO. % I: NO. % I 
~- ----- --------1 --------- --r----------1------------. ----------1 ·----------- ------------r------------~---- --------f 
I 
y P.S I 2 2 . 3 I 5 5 . 4 1 6 13. 0 . 1 2 . 6) 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 I 14 4 . 3 0 0. 0 I 
No i 81 97.7 88 94.6 40 87.0 38 <J7.1 48100 .0 , 11100.0 312 95.7 I 10 100.0 
f----- ------- -- ------ ----,-------- - - - - -t--- -- .-- .. -.. --~ - -- -.--.---.---- --- ---- --- ---- ---- ------- --- t ---- --- ------------- -t-- -------- -- ------ "1--- ·-·- ---- ----- ·1· 
j COLUMN TfYl'flf,S i 86 26.1 93 7.8.5 ! 16 11.1 I 39 17. .01 48 14.7 l 14 4.3 326 100.0 :1 lO 100.0 
.._ _ - - - ·- - - - - .• ·- -- -· - L _ - - - · - -· - --- -· . -- - -·· -- --·- .,.._ ·- - ---- - - - -- ·- -·- ~ .. ·- -- -- - -H - ·- . - - - - --- - - - ---- - -- - - --- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - L.;- - - - ·- -- --- - -
Numher nf missing nh:::r.rvations ~ 440 
Table 7 indicates the eKtent to which such harassment. indicated in Table 6. was reported. It can be seen that 
this item was not interpreted correctly since only 136 indicated YRS in Table 6 and 326 answered this item. This 
in consistent with last year. however. If we could assume that the 136 from Table 6 is correct and also that the 
14 YRS responses are correct. then only 10% of the respondents who are aware of such harassments were reported. 
Applying the sa111e logic to last year's results indicated that 14% were reported. 
TABLH 8 
WOULD YOU ATTRND UNI AGAIN? 
.------ ------- --------- ----- ---- --- ---- ---- -- ------ -- --------- ---------------- -- --------------- --------B --------- --1 
; UNDERGRADUATES I I 
: cor.r.RGES , scnoor.s GRADUATES I 
r - ·---- -------- -- ----- --r-- ------------- -- ---- --,----- ------------------ ------------------ -- -- --- ------------ J,· : I I COLLEGE OF I COl,LEGE COLLEGE OF 
SCHOO[, COLLEGE HUMANITIES OF SOCIAL & CONTINUING ROW GRADUATE I 
OF I OF AND FINE NATURAi, REHAVIORAL EDUCATION TOTAL i COLLEGE 
I I I I 
! CATEGnRY ~-~~SIN~:: _ _/_ ~~ll=~~~~~-~----~~~: ___ __ -~=~~~=~:- --==~~~=~: __ -------------f -----------~------------t 
i I NO. % I NO. ,. I NO. % NO. % NO. % ~l. % I NO. % I NO. % ! 
f. :::· - - r·;~· ff :l ·· ;~ · ;::f -i; ii_ 1 _ ~-:;:i, 1 ··r:··;ff -f ~Tr;f ii}!i°--~ ·;;::] 
t:;;,;;;·;~;:sJ ; /1 : '.i:r;~;::;;·;r . ;;:·11, .. \ __ 9114: 3 L: ~-_ 13: 2_ _:o_:: :_: _l.6~-1~: 0 t: _ ,;·;;:;1 
NumbN of l"iflr,inq observ:itinns - 55 
Table 8 indicates whether the graduating students would attend UNI again if given the opportunity. Approximately 
87% of the undergraduates and 98% of the graduates said that they would attend UNI again. This varied across 
cupus fro• a low of 79% fro• the College of Social & Behavioral Science to a high of 95% fro• the College of 
Rduc~Lion. There appears to be 11ore respondents indicating they would attend again, than last year. 
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TABLE 9 
COMPARISTON OF SRLECTED ITEMS FOR UNDERGRADUATES 
ON GRADUATE SURVEY FOR YEARS 
1985 - 1989 
PERCENT SATISFIED* 
TTEM 198S 1986 
1(1) . Overall quality of teachinq al. UNI 99 98 
I rn. UNI qeneral education courses 77 79 
J (6) . Your Over.ill Education at llNT 98 98 
I <8) . Intellectual Level of llNI Stndenl.s 91 91 
[ ( l ()). Instructors Accessabil it.y ;md Helpful nesr; 93 93 
I (13). Your Total Experience at llNJ 98 98 
I (11). Your lntellect1rnl Development at UNI 97 98 
T<l5) . Your Social Development at UNl 95 95 
l <Hi). Your Development. of Independence nt. UNI 98 99 
IJT(8). If you could st.arL over, would yon attP.nd UNI ? 86 85 
Jl(9). Placement. Center- Sl:udent. Srrvir:es Center 73 74 
11(16). Financial Aids Servi.cr.s 76 64 
I l (J 9). Residen<m Hall Living 87 87 
11(7.0) . Food Service <Residence Halls) 79 82 
I I (21). Library 95 96 
IJ(27.l. Parking Facilities 30 31 
JJ ( 7.3). Campus Security 44 49 
11(27). Admissions- llndergradua~.e 90 93 
II <35). Health Services <Health Building> 84 82 
1987 1988 1989 
98 97 96 
79 72 73 
98 97 97 
87 89 89 
92 89 89 
98 98 98 
98 96 97 
94 95 94 
98 98 97 
84 85 87 
68 73 74 
48 45 53 
89 88 87 
83 84 86 
96 96 94 
21 21 22 
34 51 59 
91 89 89 
84 65 66 
-------------------------------- -·---------------- ----------------------------- ----------- ----------




IV. SURVEY COMMliNTS 
1989 UNI GRADUATING STIJDHNTS 
UNI's teaching prograa prepared 1e especially well for the rP.;ilitiei: of tP.aching in our society. I feel very proud 
of •Y education at UNI! 
Student teaching was very satisfactory at 1y school. but UNI ' s contribution to 1y experience was to 1ake the seminars 
awful. The Coordinator fro1 UNI hindered and 1ade portions of the experience terrible. There was no rapport with most 
of us, we had no opportunity to evaluate, although it was the coordinator's first se1ester with UNI. We wrote a letter 
to the Dept. Head about our experience, and we never received an acknowledge1ent of receipt of our letter. I feel that 
we should have had an opportunity to evaluate. and that our opinions he considered. 
UNI needs a parking rap located west of Gilchrist to ;issist in their nP.ed for "closer in" parking (e.g. ISU ' s ra1p). 
UNI registration procedure and Financial Aid is grossly out-of-date. It needs to be 111ore efficient. Parking is a job 
too . Why increase A parking, but no B? I a1 proud to he part of the School of Business! 
The Library is too noisy to study at ti111es. When complaints were 1adP. to employees, nothing was done about the problem. 
The e111ployees (full-ti1e) are very loud and inconsiderate to other students when they are helping another student. 
UNI should be asha111ed that it's Division I track proqram does not have an adequate facility on which to train and 
co111pete. 
Very i111pressed with Intraural Program and Cooper;itive Rduc~tinn . 
Hisinfonied when transferred in. Most General Education r.lassrs were~ review of high school. 
Need more B parking. 
Very satisfied overall. #1 proble1 for 1e--parking--it is the pits. 
Need to e1phasize cooperative learning in education courses . 
If you are qoing to aake this a 5-year college, you must lower the cod of education 
Very satisfied. More attention should be giv1m to Malcolm Price 1,;ibor~tory Sr.hool . 
I a111 extre1ely proud of the education I received at UNI. T observed ~ ~icle range of teaching qualifications. A few 
faculty were co1mendable, while a few are undeserving of a position . 
Although I went. to college for five years, I don ' t feel a~ if T h:ive :is i11 -rlPp~h ;rn ednr.~tion as I would like to have. 
Too qener.:1l! 
Get public S;ifety a Monopoly Board so they will quit honinq in nn my r~r' 
T would go to a private school . 
#2 Se.:1rch Committee--Career, Planning & Placement Director . 
Should have been sent out earlier. 
As a "com11mter" I did not take advantage of 1any of UNI ' s services . 
Students should not student teach at the L;ib School--otherwi.se ohservP.rs :ind r~rticipants ue watching student teachers 
instead of experienced teachers. 
I would think so1eone could devise co11ence1ent without h;wing rehean:a I 
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Bxcellent counseling services at Bartlett Hall. They see111 a littlP nvrrworkrd at t.i111es . Hayhe you need to consider 
to expand with 111nre S to their deparbent. Super deparhent! 
T feel that J have had a wonderful ti111e at IINI! 
I a111 glad to be a graduate of UNI. I know the prohlr1111: herr arr> tn ~ 11111rh brqer degree prohle111s at other universities. 
I had a theft of personal belongings while I ivinq in IJNT apnhenh . T ~uggei:t ~n office for an 0111buds111an be 
established (for the rights of students). 
Hy 111ain co111plaint with UNI were a few instructors <who were in 111y 111ajor) that would schedule 111eetings with the 
deparhent 1e111bers during the scheduled class 111eeting ti111es. J,itl:1" or nn hrlp in llY classes was received by professors 
in Rn,.rgy & Pow"r Tech. Lab assistants were helpful. 
hprove the Biology Deparhent. Add 111ore r.our~r~ .1nd qet. ~ qross Ku111.1n hnatolly r.01m:e. Need 111ore classes dealing 
directly with the hu111an body. 
The course offerings for •Y ujor seelled very I i.111ited. (Co1p11t.Pr Sr.i.enrP l 
Cheating--using of previous test collaboration between peop\P who havP. takPn th,. test~ . 
Section 2 fflO--registration is 1uch better with current registration using credit hours. 
ff24--Very unhappy with lack of Greek infor111ation at orientation . Other colleges I visited included better 
GrPek coverage. 















































MAJOR COOKS POR m INTRY 





Business Adainistration, Business Teaching, Business l!ducation 
Cheaistry 
Coaaunication--Public Relations 
Coaaunication--Theatre Arts. Broadcasting-all 
Coaaunity--Recreation, Health 
Coaputer Science. Inforaation Systeas 
Coaaunicative Disorders 
Cri1inology: Social Work 
Double Major 
l!arly Childhood Education, l!arly Childhood Special l!ducation 
Harth Science, Geology, Physics 
l!cono1ics 
l!ducational Adainistration--School Business Management, l!le1entary Principle, 
Secondary Principle. Curriculua Coordinator. Special l!ducation, Superintendent. 
College Student Personnel 









Manage1ent. Office Inforaation Systeas 
Marketing 
Mathe1atics 
Middle School/Jr. High School/Senior High School 
Modern Languages 
Music--all 





Social and General Sciences 
TJ!SOL 
Other 
* note: (9) is used for aissing value code. 
1989 UNI GRADUATING STUDENT SURVEY 
NAME STUDENT #_ SEX __ COLLEGE OF _____ _ 
C LAST I C FIRST I CHI 
INSTRUCTIONS: You are being asked to reflect over your years at UNI and respond to these items. The information you 
provide will be used1 Cll to improve student services, C21 to provide student opinions for accreditation 
reports, and C 31 to make a profile of graduating students. 
CONFIDENTIAL : Your- name will NOT be identified on any report. 
************************************************************************************************************************** 
* * RECORD * RECORD SEMESTER FIRST * C l IF TRANSFERRED 
C I CURRENT_ DE~REE * ~ _..!_ C::_UR~IC::_!J!,~ * GRAOUATI~_ MAJOR * ~~~(!LLEI?__ ~,:__UN~ * FROH ANOTHER INSTITUTION 
* * * * 
Bachelors * Teaching * * Fall Semester 19 * YES 
* * * * 
Graduate * Nori-Teaching* -·-- - - - * Spring Semester 19_ * NO 
* * * * 
* * * Summer Session 19_ * 
************************************************************************************************************************** 





Ooe-s !'«)T App 1 V 
V S D Ve N 1. 
VS D Ve N 2 . 
VS D Ve N 3. 
VS D Ve N 4 . 
VS D Ve N 5. 
V S D Ve N 6 . 
VS D Ve N 7 . 
VS D Ve N 8. 
VS O Ve N 9. 
VS O Ve N 10. 
V S O Ve N 11 . 
VS D Ve N 12. 
V S D Ve N 13. 
VS D Ve N 14 . 
VS D Ve N 15. 
VS O Ve N 16 . 
VS D Ve N 17. 
VS O Ve N 18 . 
VS D Ve N 19 . 
VS D Ve N 20 . 
Overall quality of teaching at UNI 
Courses in your major department 
UNI general education courses 
UNI teacher education courses 
Your participation in major department 
activities 
Your overall education at UNI 
Relationship of UNI courses to your career 
Intellectual level of UNI students 
Fairness of grading at UNI 
Instructors' accessibility and helpfulness 
Student teaching 
UNI's responsiveness to student suggestions 
Your total experience at UNI 
Your intellectual development at UNI 
Your social development at UNI 
Your development of independence at UNI 
Your involvement with current issues 
Diversity of backgrounds of UNI students 
Comprehens i ve Examinations for graduate 
students 
Candidacy procedure for graduate students 










1 . Have you been a graduate assistant at UNI? 
2 . Did you serve on a student-faculty committee 
at UNI? 
3 . Is cheating a major problem at UNI? 
4 . Is drug usage a major problem at UNI? 
5 . Is drinking a major problem at UNI? 
6 . Are you aware of any instances of sexual 
harassment of UNI student by UNI faculty? 
7. If YES to #6, did you report it? 
8 . If you could start over, would you attend 
UNI? 
5/13/89 ·- Office of I,,.,titutional Research - GOB : lc 
II. BELOH ARE SOME SERVICES OR ACTIVITIES AT UNI. 
CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE 
Used them and was Satisfied 
Used them, but was Dissatisfied 
Did NOT use it 
S O N 1. 
SON 2. 
SD N 3. 
SON 4. 
SD N 5. 
SD N 6. 
SON 7 . 
SON 8. 
SD N 9. 
SD N 10. 
S O N 11. 
SON 12. 
SD N 13. 
SD N 14. 
SON 15. 






S O N 22. 
SON 23. 
S D N 24. 
SD N 25. 
SON 26. 
SD N 27. 
SD N 28 . 
SON 29 . 
SD N 30. 
S O N 31. 
SD N 32. 
SON 33. 
SD N 34. 
SON 35. 
Union Programs CMaucker Union) 
Intercollegiate Sports CAs a spectator) 
Intramural and Recreational Programs 
Student Government CUNISA or RHAl 
Musical Presentations 
Theatre UNI/Lyrics Theatre UNI 
Art Exhibits 
Northern Iowan CUN! Newspaper) 
Placement Services CBartlett Hall) 
Registration Services CGilchrist Halli 
Controllers Office Cformerly Business Ofc , l 
Hriting Services (learning & Instruction) 
Reading Services Clearning & Instruction) 
Study Skills Services C Learning & Instruction ) 
Tutoring «Educational Opportunity Program) 
Financial Aid Services CGilchrist Halli 
Student Employment Services CGilchrist Halli 
Career Services CBartlett Halli 
Residence Hall Living 




Orientation Programs CNew Students) 
Religious Student Centers 
Undergraduate Admissions CGilchrist Halli 
Academic Advising CHajor Departments) 
Student Support Services 
Counseling Services CBartlett Halli 
Cooperative Education CBartlett Halli 
Foreign Student Program 
Ethnic Cultural Center CCulture Housel 
Graduate Admissions CLatham Hall) 
Health Services (Health Building) 
Health Aide Program (Residence Halls) 
PLEASE RETURN THIS COMPLETED FORM TO THE PROCTOR AT 
COMMENCEMENT INSTRUCTION MEETING or send to Dr . 
Gerald 0. Bisbey, Office of Institutional Research, 
242 Gilchrist Hall, University of Northern Iowa, 
Cedar Falls, IA 50614 Thank You. 

